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Young Wild West and - the Trapped Troopers
OR, ARIETIA AND THE APACHE AMBUSH
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER · !.-Catching a Spying Apache.

run across some of the redskins before wt¼ get
there, or we may not. We have got to take the
It was a sultry day in early fall, a few years chances on it. But by pushing on after dark we
ago, when Young Wild West and his friends ought to come pretty close to striking tl::ie fort
might have been seen riding up a tortuous ascent by nine or ten o'clock, I should think."
in the Pinalena Rang~ in southeastern Arizona.
It was probably three o'clock in the afternoon
They had rested during the noon hour in a spot when they reached the highest part that lay bethat was well sheltered· from the sun, and had tween them and the fort, and feeling- much rejust taken up their journey again, as we find lieved they set out to gradually go downward
now.
them.
They had not gone very far when one of the
With him were his two partners, Ch~yenne
Charlie, the ex-government scout, and Jim Dart, pack-horses took a notion to become frisky. It
who was a Wyoming boy, about the same age as was the one Hop Wah Wl'\S leading. Suddenly the
our hero; Anna, the wife of the scout; Arietta ho~se gave a snort and bolted, dragging the
Murdock, our hero's sweetheart, and -Eloise Gard- Chmaman from the saddle of the piebald bronclio
ner, the sweetheart· of Jim Dart, as well as the he was riding.
"Hip hi! Whattee ·mattee ?" yelled Hop. "Horse
two Chinamen, named Hop Wah and Win,g Wah,
who went with them in the capacity of servants. allee samee velly muchee 'flaid, so be."
Cheyenne Charlie promptly came to his asThe &dventures these characters had passed
through were many, indeed, so accustomed had sistance.
"I reckon somethin's wroflg with ther load
they become to danger and excitement that peril
'
was looked upon by them as something that might Hop," he said, as he caught the horse.
"Maybe, so be, Misler Charlie," was the reply,
be expected at any time. Young Wild West,
mounted upon his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, led as the Celestial got up and ran to his side.
An examination proved that there was good
the way, with his sweetheart, who was riding a
cream-white broncho, at his side. The rest fol- reason for the horse acting that way. A fork
lowed in regular order, the two Chinamen bring- had in some way worked out of' the canvas ban
ing up the rear and leading a couple of pack- the cooking utensils wel'e stored in and the
horses that were loaded with the camping outfit. prongs were pressing hard against the steed's
There seemed to be an anxious air about the skin. The scout quickly removed it, and handing
majoritv of those in the party, and ever and anon it to the Chinaman, said:
"I reckon you'd better be a little careful how
they wculd cast looks behind them, as though
they expected at any moment to see that they yer pack things; you foolish heathen. I don't
blame ther nag fer cuttin' up that way."
were being followed.
"Me no putte um thlings away, Misler Cha11 ·e,"
When we state that they had learned from a
cavalryman scout that morning that a large band protested Hop. "My fool blother allee samee do
of Apaches were on the warpath, it will be seen lat."
"You tellee lie, Hop!" exclaimed Wing, angrily.
that they had good cause for feeling uneasy.
But fear was something that Young Wild West "You allee samee helpee me when me puttee um
did not 'possess, and it was generally .so with the thlings away, so be. You puttee um knife and
·
,
forkee in um bag-."
rest.
"You say me lie, me smackee you in um snootee,
"How far is it to Fort Grant, Wild?" Cheyenne
Charlie asked1 as they rode along, after a rather my blother !" Hop answered, as he made an aggressive move toward his brother. the cook.
.
lengthy perioa of silence. .
"I reckon that will do," spoke up Wild, as he
"Pretty close to fifty nules, Charlie," was the
reply. ''lt must lay almost due east from here1 came riding back to the scene. "It doesn't matter
as near as I can judge. The cavalry scout saia who is to blame; let it drop. This is no time for
there were only• about twenty men at the for!z fooling. We don't know w.hat minute a band of
too, and that he was out hunting up Troop u Apaches mi,i'ht come at us. Get things straightthat had been sent out two days a.go to scour the ened up ancf come on."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
country for the redskins, as it was feared at the
The two Chinamen spoke almost simultaneousfort that an attack would be made upon it by the
combined forces of Chief Red Hawk. We may ly, as they invariably did when both were ad-
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dressed. The pack-horse was soon fixed so noth- any further he leaped to his feet and held the
ing would dist'lu-b it again, and then the party muzzle of his l'evolver within two feet of the
set out again. But the Chinese brothers were face of the astonished brave.
still angry at each other. They kept passing re"What are you looking for, redskin?" he asked
marks that were intended to belittle the other, in his cool and easy way.
until Wild called upon them to stop. They
"Ugh!" came the startled retort. "What paleobeyed, and then rode along, looking in opposite . face boy do here?"
directions. The fact was that our friend·s did not
"Never mind what I do here. I want to know
r&ally need two servants. Wing would have an- what you are doing here? But you just open
swered every purpose, since he was a very good your mouth to let out a yell and it will be the
C-O<))k and :willing to work. Hop was also willing last thing you do on earth, redskin!"
to, do his share of the work, for that matter; · "Injun come to look to see if soldiers come,"
but he was not kept for that. Though he looked was the reply.
to be even more innocent and childish than his
"Well, the soldiers are coming, all right," Wild
brother, which ·is saying a whole lot, he was one answel'ed, with a satisfied nod. "It won't be long
of the most clever of mortals, barring no race. beforn Red Hawk and his braves will be wiped
Hop was a magician of no mean ability, and was out."
very fond of practical joking. . He was a whole
Satisfied that it would be a bad policy to let
entertainment in himself, and when it was dull the Indian go, Wild decided to take him a prisin ca.mp he could brighten up the spirits of all oner.
hands and set them laughing at short notice. But
"Hold up your hands, redskin," he said, coolly.
of him, later on. The little procession went on
The command was instantly obeyed. Then,
through the ravine, and reaching a level stretch holding the revolver so he might discharge it
..l).t the end of it, about an h.our later, they came at the least sign of treachery 011 the part of the
upon a dense patch of chaparral. Young Wild painted brave, Wild coolly relieved him of his
West was keeping a sharp eye ahead of him as weapons by using his left hand. This done, he
he rode along, and suddenly he brought his produced a piece of strong cord from one of his
sorrel stallion to a halt and held up his hand. pockets, and then bade the Indian to cross his
Those behind him knew what that meant. They wrists behind him and proceed to bind him
came to a halt instantly and no one said a word. securely. It was evident that the redskin feared
"There is a redskin less than hundred yards the revolver too much to make an attempt to
ahead of us, boys," said Wild addressing Charlie escape. But his action was quickly explained,
and Jim, in a low tone M voice. "I just caught for when he was placed in a position so he was
a glimpse of him as he dodged down into the helpless as far as the use of his hands was conbushes. I reckon we are going to have trouble cerned, he said:
before we get to the fort."
"Young Wild West heap much brave."
"Oh, you know who I am, then, do you?" Wild
The girls looked uneasy when they heard this,
but Wild's partners simply nodded, as though asked, not a little surprised.
The Apache nodded.
they were not surprised a bit.
"Well, that's all right. Now you come with
"Turn to the left a little and keep on riding,
just as though you suspected nothing wrong," me," and Wild took him by the arm and started
said the boy, as he slid from the back of his to join his companions.
horse. "Lead Spitfire with you, Charlie. I'll go
and find out what the Apache wants."
The scout gave a nod and promptly took the
sorrel in charge. Then, without asking a single CHAPTER IL-Cheyenne Charlie Fight a Duel
question, they all set out as they were told. The •
With the Apache.
.
young deadshot turned a little to the right and
began making his way through the thick growth
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were keeping
of chaparral, not making a sound that could a watch in the direction they knew Wild was
he heard half a dozen feet. Holding a 1·evolver heading for as they rode along through the
in his right hand, ready for insta.nt use, he went bushes. They were not more than two hundred
on, his eyes fixed on the bushes ahead. It was yards from the spot where Wild made the capture
not .more than a minute before he saw a bush when they saw him pushing his way through the
• shake. The boy was all attention now. He knew chaparral with his prisoner.
he was very close to the spying redskin. When ' "Well, what are yer goin' ter do with him,
he had moved forward a distance of probably Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as Wild came up
ten feet, Wild came to a halt and listened. A with his prisoner, and he turned his gaze from
rustling sound a little to his left drew his atten- the prisoner to .the boy who had made the caption that way. Then it was that he saw the ture.
bushes moving gently. The Indian was coming
'"Take him with us until ·we find a good place
almost directly toward him. Ten seconds later to nitch our camp, Charlie."
and the tuftl'ld head of an Apache warrior showed
,tAn' then let him go?"
itself right before Wild's eyes.
"Well, I don't know about that, just yet."
But the creeping redskin had not seen the boy
"Well, you're ther boss, but if I had anything
as yet, and pausing a moment to raise his head ter say about it I'd be for givln' hjm a chance ter
slightly to take a look around, probably with the fight it out, an' then give him his medicine. I
intention of locating the .riders, for the sounds ain't afraid ter tackle him with a bowie knife, an'
made by horses' hoofs as they went crashing there ain't no doubt but that he'll be quite willin'
through the chaparral could be heard. Wild ter fight for his life."
thought it hi,gh time to act, so without waiting
But Wild paid no attention to the scout's ob- •
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servation, and looking at the Indian, sharply,
he said:
"Where is your horse, redskin?"
"Over there," and the Apache pointed toward
a high group of rocks that must have been fully
a quarter of a mile away.
"Well,· I reckon we'll go over there and get your
horse. Then we'll tie you to him and you can,
go along with us."
"Come on," said Wild. "Ch:1rlie, just put your
lariat about this fellow's neck and then I reckon
he'll walk along all right."
The scout gave a nod and smiled grimly as he
hastened to obey. With his hands tied behind
him, the redskin had no chance whatever of removing the rope from his neck. He simply had
to go as he was led, for if he chanced to become obstinate he would simply be choked to
death. The growth of chaparral only extended
about as far as the 1·ocky elevation and once
there our friends were not long in discovering
the Indian's horse, which was a lean buckskin
cayuse.
"Now, then, redskin, we'll help you to mount,"
said Wild, as he slid from the saddle. "Just get
up there, now, and don't go to acting contrary.
If you do it w:ill be the worse for yim, I can
tell you."
"Ugh!" was the reply. "Young Wild West
heap much paleface brave. Injun do as he say."
Charlie dismounted and lent his assistance, and
the result was that the Apache was soon seated
· astride the bony buckskin. The scout then lost
no time in tying a rope beneath the animal's belly
to his ankles. This was drawn quite tight enough
to prevent a possibility of the rider slipping from
the animal's back.
"I'll take charge of ther sneakin' coyote I" said
Charlie, smiling grimly. "I reckon there ain't
no danger of his gittin' away, Wild."
"I hardly think so," was the young deadshot's '
reply. "I'll leave it to you, Charlie."
Wild had an idea that the main body of the
rebelling Apaches was located somewhere within
five or ten miles, possibly at the very borders
of the desert waste that lay to the south.
"Now, then," said he, turning to his partners,
"I reckon we'll strike out a little to the left, so
we won't come in contact with the band of
Apaches. Come on, boys."
They turned in the direction indicated and rode
along at a pace that was quite fast eno:µgh for
the pack-horses, taking in consideration that the
traveling was bad. The Indian sat upon his
horse apparently indifferent as to what was taking place. On went the party, and finally it
began to show signs of quickly gathering darkness. Cheyenne Charlie looked at the young
deadshot, questioningly. The boy understood
without a word b.e ing said.
"We will stop pretty soon for supper, Charlie,"
he said, in his cool and easy way. "I have an
idea that we will find water abriut a mile ahead.
Those cliffs over there look mighty ~een, and
that means that there must be water there. We
need some quite badly, since our supply is pretty
well exhausted."
This seemed to be satisfactory to all hands,
so nothing further was said on the subject until
they reached the green-looking cliffs. Young
Wild West was not mistaken when he said he
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thought there was water there, for they quickly
found a tiny stream that trickled down through
a rift in the rocks only to lose itself in a bed
of glittering sanct below. Mesquite was here in
abundance, so the horses would not want for
fodder.
The Indian was removed from the back of his
horse and tied to a big pine. Then the two
Chinamen lost no time in making preparations for
the evening meal, while our hero and his partners
looked after the horses. It was not very long
before some smoked venison and bear meat had
been broiled and a big pot of coffee was ready
for them.
Then Wild told the cook to take something to
the Indian, for he must be hungry.
"Injun no want to eat. His hands are tied,"
declared the brave, stubbornly.
"What's that, redskin?" asked Wild, starting
toward him. "You're sure you're not hungry,
then?"
The brave shook his head in the negative.
"Very well; we will not try to force you to eat.
Let it go at that, then. But I will guarantee
that you won't get anything until we get to the
fort, for I have made up my mind to take you
there."
"Injun want to fight," and he looked sharply
at Cheyenne Charlie, who was standing a short
distance away as he spoke.
;'Oh, you want to have a chance for your life
with Cheyenne Charlie, do you?" asked Wild.
"lnjun no afraid to fight any paleface. Me
fight Young Wild West."
Wild thought a moment.
"What is your name, 1·edskin ?" he asked, again
looking at the Apache. "It strikes me that you
are something a little above the ordinary run of
the Apache braves. Those three eagle feathers
in your hair indicate that much."
"My name Black Dog," was the ready response.
"Well; Black Dog, if I agree to let you fight
with Cheyenne Charlie you will surely get killed."
"Black Dog no afraid," and the redskin's eyes
flashed to show that he fully meant what he said.
"Let i:ne have it out with him, Wild," said the
scout, almost pleadingly. "Ther measly skunk
wants ter fight, so I reckon yer had better let
him do it. If he gits ther best of me he's ter go
free."
"And if he don't get the best of you, Charlie?"
inquired the boy, with a smile.
"He'll go ter ther happy huntin' grounds, then,"
was the quick reply. '
'
"Well, all right. Let it be that way, then.
Since you are so anxious to have it out with
him, Charlie, I will agree to it."
The Indian's eyes lighted up with joy as the
boy said this, for he, no doubt, considered it his
only chance of returning to his companions alive.
But Wild had decided that Charlie was not going
to kill Black Dog. He quickly severed the rope
that bound the Indian to the tree and then was
not long in releasing his hands.
"Hop," said he, "fetch the redskin's knife here."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the clever Chinese
answered, and he quickly stepped forward with
the knife, which he had charge of.
"Now, then, Charlie," Wild said, as he turned
his gaze upon the face of the scout. "I want you
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to flse all your skill in this fight, and don't you
attempt to strike the death blow until I tell you

"Injun hear what Young Wild Wes t say."
"All right, then. Now, let's see how quickly
you can mount and light out."
The Indian did not need to be told the second
time to do this. Picking up the knife he had lost
in the struggle with the scout he thrust it in
his belt and then headed for his horse, which
was but a · few yards distant. Untying the anima1 he ·leaped upon its back, and then wa ving his
hand in what might have been called a mocking
way, he rode away at a gallop.

to."
"I 1·eckon I understand, Wild. You don't want
me ter kill ther redskin."
"Well, I will admit that's correct. What I
want you to do is to take some of the conceit
out of him. You are risking your life, of course.
But I have confidence enough in you to feel that
you can get the best of _him easily."
The last words sounded somewhat pleasing to
the scout, for he chuckled and gave a nod of
assent. Meanwhile, Black Dog had been standing
still in his tracks, gripping the hilt of the knife
that had been handed him, and waiting patiently. CHAPTER 111.-Black Dog Becomes a Great
"Go ahead, Black Dog," said the boy, in his
Brave.
cool and easy way. "If you whip Cheyenne Charlie you can t ake your horse and go as soon as you
Black Dog, elated at getting a way from Young
like."
Wild West and his friends, rode hard for fully
Then it was that a very clever bit of knife five miles. Then he slackened his speed and let
fighting took place. Charlie was well trained to his horse walk a while. It was now dark and
the business, and it proved that Black Dog was the Indian knew that he had but a few miles
not lacking in skill. The blows were parried as further to go before he would reach the Apache
the lithe forms of the two men darted hither and camp, which lay just about fifteen miles from
thither, making complete circles and springing the spot where our friends had halted for their
right and left, all the while keeping their eyes supper. Black Do,g was a favorite of the chief,
upon each other. But when two or three minutes and to him a great deal of the scouting and spyhad passed it was plain to all that Charlie was - ing was entrusted
It was a snug place the
but playing with his adversary.-... Twice he had Apaches had made· their headquarters at, for it
pricked him with the point of his knife, once upon was in a wide ravine, where caves and openings
the left foreshoulder and once upon his right fore- between the rocks were numerous. Black Dog
arm. Knowing that he must not kill the Apache, was riding along, his horse still at a walk, when
the scout made up his mind that he must disarm suddenly a whinny sounded near at hand. The
him.
Indian promptly reined in his steed, for he knew
He started in to do this thing, and a minute . there was another horse close by. The whinny
later, by a very clever move, he sent the knife was repeated, and then the buckskin he was
flying from Black Dog's hand. T}:le Indian fell mounted ·upon answered, at the same time prickupon his right knee at the same time, and as ing up its ears. Black Dog uttered an exclamaquick as a flash the scout grabbed him by the tion of anger, for he now felt that he was disthroat and held the point of his bowie before covered, and with naught but a knife to defend
his eyes.
himself with, he would stand but little show in
"Git up, you sneakin' coyote!" cried Charlie, case there was an enemy close at hand. But an
and then he struck the brave a resounding blow Indian on the warpath always takes it for ,granted
upon the ribs with the flat of his knife blade.
that it is an enemy he hears. He had not gone
"Ugh!" exclaimed Black Dog, as he slowly more than thirty feet when he heard a groan.
stood erect, and showing that he was somewhat Black Dog pl'icked up his ears. It occurred to
relieved. "The paleface man very much fight. him, instantly, that there was a wounded man
But he no kill Bla ck Dog."
nearby. After waiting for a few seconds he
"Redskin," said Wild, as he stepped over to again crept forward. As he came to a big rock
him, "the reason Cheyenne Charlie did not kill · he could hear a horse pawing the ground the
y,ou is because I didn't want him to. If I had other side of it. Then a rattling of stones
wanted you to die I would have fixed you when sounded. Creeping cautiously around the rock
I met you back there in the chaparral. Now, he saw the dim outlines of a horse that was
then, since your life has been spared I want tied to a tree. Having seen this much, he strove
you to answer a few questions. I shall expect to pierce the ,gloom with his eyes, and finally he
to get the truth from you, though I suppose that was satisfied that the form of a man was lying
is hardly possible."
· upon the ground within a few feet of him. After
The Indian hung his head and acted as though waiting a short time he saw the form move,
he felt ashamed of the showing he had made. _ slightly. A groan followed, and then a voice
"How many braves has Red Hawk with him?" · exclaimed:
.
the young deadshot asked, sternly.
"My! this is awful! I guess it's all up with
"Red Hawk'.s·braves are as many as the leaves me. I can't get ~p, that's certain."
on the trees."
Th.a t settled it! Black Dog knew it was a
"Well, I will venture to say that he has not as paleface. He no longer hesitated, but stole silentmany as five hundred. But say, redskin, how far ly forward, his knife raised to strike. The next
away is Red Hawk?"
moment the knife fell with a dull thud. There
"Maybe ten, fifteen miles."
was a sharp cry of anguish and then all was
"Very well. I reckon that is about the truth. still. , The Apache scout gave an exclamation of
Now, then, Black Dog, you can go. You tell satisfaction and then began feeling over the body
Red Hawk that Young Wild West sends his re- of his victim. One of the first things he disaards. You hear what I say."
·
covered was a small canteen_ that containei!,
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whisky, and having taken a swig of this he felt
ready to do anything. The body was that of a
cavalryman, and it did not take more than a minute to satisfy the redskin that he had been dying
when he struck the blow with his knife. But this
made little difference to Black Dog. He coolly
cut off the scalp-lock and fastened it to his belt.
Then he proceeded to remove the outer clothing
that had been worn by the unfortunate trooper.
Having taken possession of all that was worth
while, he untied the cavalryman's horse and then
made his way back to where he had left his own
steed. It being a much better horse than his own,
Black Dog decided to mount it and lead the other.
This he did, and was soon again on his way to
•
Red Ha·wk's headquarters.
In due time he came to the sentry lines of the
Apa,:!:ie camp. Black Dog gave the necessary
signal, which was promptly answered, and thEl1l'
he rode throu,gh the lines in a way that indicated
nothing short of triumph. As he rode into the
light ..of the camp-fires, leading his own horse
behind him and mounted upon the one that had
belonged to the unfortunate cavalryman, he was
greeted with cries of approval, for those who
saw him knew right away that he had been successful. Black Dog rode forward without noticing any of them until he was directly before
the lodge that was occupied by the great chief
Red Hawk.
Some one must have apprised the chief of his
coming, for the Apache scout had scarcely dismounted when out stepp~d a villainous-lookin g
old fellow of seventy, whose form was nearly
enveloped in a gorgeous red and green blanket.
Black Dog made a low bow and then pointed to
the cavalryman's horse and the bundle that was
tied to the back of his own steed.
"Ugh!" said the old chief, nodding his approvl!l. "Black Dog is a great brave. He has
killed one of the paleface soldiers."
"Black Dog has done well, great Chief Red
Hawk. He killed the soldier ·when he had nothing
but a knife to fight with."
"Ugh_!"
He told Red Hawk that he had been surprised
by Young Wild West and his partners, and that
only after he found there was no chance for him
to get away he had surrendered Then he told
all about his fi,ght with Cheyenne Charlie and his
subsequent release. After commending him for
what he had done, the chief took possession of
the bundle the rascally scout had brought with
him and looked over the contents. He must have
.thought that all the things would come in useful
to him, for he took them all and carefully de-posited them within his lodge.
Red Hawk called Bear Tail, the chief who had
joined him in the rebellion against the ualefaces,
to the spot, and made a short speech, giving
Black Dog much credit for what he had done
and advising Bear Tail to see to it that his
favorite would try to emulate the example he had
set. Then Black Dog was waved away, and he
promptly put his new horse where ii might have
plenty to eat, after whi ch_ he went to look for
something to satisfy his hun,ger.
There w2 s c-:-ie nerson above a11 others at the
camp that Black Dorr was anxious to let know of
his great a chieveme~t. Th~s was the daughter
of the Chief Bear Tail, who was a rather good.,; h
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looking young . squaw of eighteen or twenty.
Black Dog had fallen in love with her when he
first set eyes upon her, which was but a few days
before. The chief's daugliter bore the name of
Shining Water, and as she was something prettier than the average run of Indian maidens, iii
would no d<mbt have been easy for her to have
picked a husband from the- tribe. An Indian
usually wins a wife more from his achiev&ments than from his ,good looks. The story
Black Dog had told, and the fact that he had
brought home the scalp of a cavalryman as well
as a horse and complete outfit, was regarded as
proof of what he claimed. Having satisfied himself .for a while by talking to those who cared
to listen to him, the victorious Apache got up and
strode off toward that portion of the camu that
was occupied by Bear Tail and his f"olloweis. He
knew where the tepee of pretty Shining Water
was. located, ;md it was only natural that he
should ti·y and get as close to it as possible.
As he neared it he was met by no less a personage than Swift Hand, Bear Tail's right hand
man, and his rival for the Indian maiden's hand.
"Ugh!" exclaimed Swift Hand, looking at him
with something like a scowl. "Black Do,g come
back with horse. He kill a paleface soldier, too."
Black Dog gave a nod, his eyes glowing with
triumph. Then he quickly began the story of
what he ha_d do~e, taking care to speak loud
enough so his words might reach the cars of the
maiden . who was in the tepee a short distance
.
away.
But before he had finished the recital Swift
Hand walked away in disgust. Not a bit crestfallen flt the treatment of his rival, Black Dog
sat upon a log and turned his eyes toward the
tepee, As if she had been watchin,g and listening, Shining Water pushed aside the flap and
stepped out. Timidly she stepped toward the
waiting brave, who arose t-0 his feet to greet
her. It was at this juncture that Bear Tail, the
'
chief, walked to the spot.
"Black Dog is a great brave. Some day
will wear the eagle feathers of a noble chief of
the Apaches. It will not be many moons before
the 9aleface soldiers will be wiped away from .
the hunting grounds of the Apaches. Then the
tribe will live and flourish as it aid many, many
moons ago."
The Indian maiden clasped her hands and appeared to be delighted when her father said this.
The fact was that she had no liking for Swift
Hand, and she had been able to tell that the
chief seemed to favor his suit. The maiden was
soon sitting upon a lo,~ at the side of the exultant rascal, who had lied about his achievements, and looking- into his eyes she listened to
his story. From behind a clump of bushes. not
many feet away, a form was crouching. Could
the two have seen the pail- of gleaming eyes that
were fixed upon them just then they would not
have felt so huppy and contended.

ne

CHAPTER IV.--Our . Friends Reach the Fort.
Our friends remained at the camp for jus1i
about one hour, and then Wild gave the two
Chinamen orders to get the pack-hors"'S ready to
'
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move. It did.,..not take Hop and Wing long to soon as possible. It wm be much safer there for
do this, and then all hands mounted and set out the ladies, I am sure. It may be that the Apaches
in the darkness. They had probably been about will make an attack on the fort, since they have
half an hour in the saddle when they suddenly learned that there is a very small garrison there.
heard hoofbeats off the right of them.
But even then, I think we could hold them off
"This way," said Wild, quickly, as he swung until they arrived."
his horse to the left. "There are rocks a short
"I reckon you're about right, captain," ·wild
distance away . . We must get to cover."
said, after he had thought for a moment or two.
Then there was quite a hustle, and the result "We will head for the fort right now. How far
was that they reached the cover of the rocks be- are we from it, about?"
fore the horsemen came up.
"Only about fifteen miles, I should say."
"I reckon they ain't seen us, Wild," said Chey"Well, we can make that in quick time. I had
enne Charlie, in a low tone of voice, as he an idea we were further away than that."
crouched behind a rock, his rifle ready for inOur friends were not long in mounting their
stant use. "They're comin' right on, an' they horses and then they set out with the cavalrydon't seem ter be in an awful hurry about it, men for the fort. It did not take our friends long
either."
to find that .Captain Bill was a great favorite
"I reckon you're right, Charlie," was the reply. with those under him, and when he heard him
"By the sounds I would say that there as many joke with them, they put him down as· being the
as a dozen horses and they are all s)lod, too. That right sort of man to lead a squad to victory.
. means that they are not Indians, after all. Prob"Captain," said Vlild, when they had covered
bly a detachment of cavalry is coming this way." over half the distance that lay between them and
But it was only a minute they had to wait the fort, "I reckon if I had about fifty more
before they found out all about it. Then the men like you have with you I would be able to
forms of just about a dozen horsemen appeared rout the redskins in a hurry. I don't care if
through the darkness. One glance at them told there are two or three hundred of them. All
Young Wild West that they were cavalrymen. that is needed is to have say fifty good men who
The boy instantly sprang to his feet and waving •know how to shoot and can keep their heads. Of
his hat, called out:
course, they must be willing to face danger. I
"Hello! hello I"
am satisfied that those you have with you are of
That the approaching riders had not seen the that sort."
·
party was now made certain, for they came to
"They surely are, Wild," the captain declared.
a halt instantly and showed great surprise at "The best part of it is. that they are all under
being- hailed.
good discipline, too. One word_from me and they
"Who are you?" asked a voiee.
•
are ready to be put through any kind of drill
"Young Wild West," was the reply from our they have ever been taught. But I don't hold
hero.
myself above them when I am out in this way.
"Is that so? Good!"
I find that they will do more for me when I act
Then nearly all of them began talking at once, in a good-natured way• to them than they would
riding toward the spot where our friends had if I carried myself stiffly and put on an air of
concealed themselves as they did so. The horse- importance. I am .a captain by rank, of course.
men proved to be Captain William Garvin, of But that makes no difference. I don't consider
Company F, Nebraska Regulars, with a detach- , myself a bit better than any private under me."
~nt of eleven cavalrymen. While he had never
''You are certainly an exception to the ofmet Young Wild West and his friends, he had ficers I have met," declared the young deadshot.
heard much about them. The fact was that Cap- "I like you all the better for it, though I must
tain Bill, as he was called, had set out that morn- say that the most of the captains I have •become
ing w1th twelve picked men for the purpose of acquainted with are all right and understand
trying to locate the main body of the Apaches. their business thoroughly."
One of them was missing, and though a thorough
The captain was a joky sort of fellow, too, and
search had been made for him they had failed after a while he dropped back and began talking
to find him either alive or dead. But they had with the two Chinamen.
discovered two Apaches riding throjlgh a thin
"Can y-ou fellows fight?" he asked, as he got
timber strip shortly before darkness set in and close to Hop and looked at him sharply.
they had made short work of them. Then it
"Velly muchee, ·captain," was the quick reply.
was taken for granted that their companion had "Me allee samee deadshot, likee Young Wild
been shat and killed. Wild listened to this from West, so be. My bl other allee samee shootee
the captain, with no little interest. Then he re- pletty straight, too. Me likee fightee velly
lated how he captured an Apache brave that muchee."
afternoon, and how they had subsequently given
"Oh, you do, eh? Well, that seems rather
him his freedom.
strange, .for I never saw Chinamen who were
"Cheyenne Charlie certainly took an awful much at the fighting business."
"Don't yer believe a word that heathen says,
risk," declared Captain Bill, looking at the scout,
admiringly. "You can't tell about these young captain," said Cheyenne Charlie, as he dropped
Apaches. Some of them are very skillful with back at the officer's side, just then. "He. kin lie
faster than a horse kin run. There ain't nothin'
a hunting knife."
"Well, it seems that Ch.a rlie is skillful, too," ·much of fightin' in him, but I will say that he
Wild ar.swered, with a smile. "I reckon Charlie makes up in other ways, though."
"How is tl1at, Cheyenne?" the captain asked,
is not afraid to tackle any redskin that comes
showing great interest.
along."
"Well ther heathen 2:aloot is a born ma.irician.
"I think we had all better get to td1e fort as
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...and ther wonderful tricks he kin do is what yer
kin call really mystifyin'. I've S(l_en him bust up
an' Injun camp in a jiffy, jest by a lot_ of his
foolishness, too."
The captain wanted to know all about it, so
Charlie took pains to relate a few of the incidents that Hop had played the principal part
in.
"Well I consider Hop himself to be a very
valuabl; asset to your party, then," the captain
declared.
"He sartinly is," and Charlie nodded t? sho_w
that he meant it. "He would be all right m
-o ther ways, too, if it wasn't ~hat he's . all ther
time tryin' ter put up some kmd of a Job on a
feller. He's fooled with me in that way so many
times that I've often been of a notion ter cut
off his pigtail. But I ain't never done it yet, an'
,
I reckon I won't, either."
"I will make it my business to get better acquainted with Hop," CaIJtain Bill remarked. "But
as we have too much on hand just now' we will
leave that until later on."
It was not much over an hour after ·they had
met the detachment of cavalry that our friends
saw the lights of the fort showing up in the
distance. The girls felt somewhat relieved, and
they expressed themselves to that effect.
"I reckon we will find a good place for you
there so we can leave you and help the troopers
rout 'the Apaches," said Wild to them, as they
rode along.
"Probably I can be of some assistance, Wild,"
Arietta answered, quickly. "Tliere will have to
be some scouting done, you know."
"That's right, Et; you leave it to me. The~e
is no need of you running into dange,· when it ,s
not necessary."
"But it may be necessary before we get
through, Wild," the girl persisted.
It was not long before the party of riders
reached the fort. They received a warm welcome as might be supposed, for the score of men
ther; who were of the army service had been
anything but easy during the day. Colonel Belmar who was a stout, pompous sort of man,
condescended · to make himself quite agreeable
to our friends. As he had met Young Wild West
once or twice before, he was more than glad to
accept his offer of assistance.
The fort itself at the time of which we write
was nothing more than a big block-house that had
been built back in the fifties. While it was for
the most part bullet-proof, it certainly was not
fireproof. The half a dozen field pieces were of
a rather ancient pattern, but they miJ,rht be of
great service should the Indians make a combined
assault upon the fort. The colonel finally called
our hero to his quarters and held a consultation
with him.
"I expect Troop H, of the Ninth Colorado
Cavalry, to appear almost any time now. I sent
a messenger for them the day before pesterday.
There are ninety men in the troop."
"Goqd ! " exclaimed Wild. "That will be enough
to fix the redskins," I reckon, colonel."
"But you must remember that old Red Hawk,
a very wily war chief, is leading th_e Apaches."
"I can't help that: He may be a very clever
redskin, but if we work things all right we will
catch him nappin&"."
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"You encourage me a whole lot, Young Wild
West. _I am_ glad ,t? hear you talk that way.
As I said a little while ago, you are nothing but
a boy, but I happen to knc;>w enough of you to
rely upon what you say. I will tell you what I'll
do. If it happens that the troopers get here
before the Apaches make an attack on us I will
'
place you in command."
"I don't want you to do that, colonel, for I
must not accept any such responsibility. If your
officers are willing to take any advice I may give
that will satisfy me. I will not have it
other way."
"Very well. I _suppose it would not be exactly the right thing for me to place one who is
not in the service in command, more especially a
you say. I am
boy of your age. It shall be
an old campaigner myself, but I am satisfied
that I don't know the ways of Indians as well as
you do."
You1'g Wild West did not feel himself of importance at all, even though the commander of
the fort had spoken irr such a flattering way
to him. That was not the boy's style.

any
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CHAPTER V.-Hop Wah the Magician.
The two Chinamen had erectecl the tents inside the walls of the stockade. While there wa'1
room enough for them in one of the buildings
our friends did not care to go there. They wer~
so used to sleeping under tents that unless they
happened to strike a place where there was a
good hotel to accommodate them, they preferred
it, Hop Wah had taken quite a notion to Captain Bill, and he made up his mind to get better
acquainted with ·him as soon as possible. He
waited until the returned troopers had eaten
their supper, and then strolled ·leisurely over to
the barracks. A big fire was burning near the
ramshackle building, and around it were gathered
several of the cavalrymen, among them being
Captain Bill. The Chinaman walked up to them
and bowed in a very humble way, as.though he
felt that he scarcely had the right to approach
them.
"Hello, Hop!" the captain called out, a smile
showing on his face. "So it's you, is it?"
"Lat light, Captain Billee," the cle,-er Chinee
answered, his face beaming with a child-like
smile. "Me comee here to . havee lillee talk with
you, so be. You velly nicee man, so be."
"Well, sit right down and talk."
Then the captain turned to the men gathered
about the.fire and told them what the scout had
said about Hop being such a wonderful sleightof-hand performer. Of course, this was quite
enough to interest them all, and soon Hop Wah
was the center of attraction.
"Hop," said Captain Bill, turning to him, suddenly, "since we are not going to turn in just
yei;, suppose you show us something amusing."
"Me no undelstand," and Hop shook his head,
looking more innocent than ever.
"Yes, you do understand. You're ' putting on,
as I can see. Cheyenne Charlie says you are a
mag1c1an. Now, then, what I want you to do
is to perform a trick for Uf\."
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"Oh, lat aliee light," and the face of the
Chinaman lighted up instantly.
He quickly arose to his feet. and stepping closer
to the fire, bowed l'ight and left and then stood
perfectly -still for the space of several seconds.
The cavalrymen watched him in silence, wondering what was coming next. About ten feet behind the spot where the clever Chinee was standing was a big pile of cord wood. Hop knew this,
of course, for he meant that the pile of wood
would assist him in the illusion he was to make
for the benefit of the captain of the cavalrymen.
"Now, len, everybody watchee," he said, suddenly. "Me go makee lillee tlip to China. Me
allee samee -fly thlough um air velly muchee likee
um bullet. Me go velly muchee fastee, so be.
Evelybody Jwatchee."
As he said this he drew forth a cigar from his
pocket and coolly lighted it. Then, without being
observed, he sprinkled a handful of brownish
powde;, he always carried with him in a circle
about him. It was not a new trick th;i.t the
Chinaman was going to perform, but it was certainly a good one, and it was hardly likely that
any of those present had ev~r witnessed it. The
brownish powder was of a combustible nature,
but nothing as dangerous as gunpowder. It. would
burn quickly, of course, but what Hop used it
for was the dense smoke it caused, which when
there was no wind stirring, would go up in the
form of a pillar and then slowly dissolve into
nothing.
•
• The Chinaman appeared in no hurry ·to proceed, so becoming anxious, a corporal who was
present, said:
"When are you going to make your trip to
China, heathen?"
"Pletty quickee,'' was the reply. "Me alle
samee burnee uppee velly quickee. Len me go up
in smoke. Me velly muchee magician. When me
gittee leddy me allee samee come back in smokee.
Now, len, evelybody watchee. Me settee fire to
my foot; len me burnee uppee velly muchee
quickee."
He gave a few puffs at the cigar and leaned
down, apparently touching the coal to his right
toe. But he really applied it to the powder that
had been sprinkled in a circle a.bout his form.
There was a sharp hiss, and just the vestige of
a flame shot around him.
Then up went a pillar of smoke that completely
enveloped his form. This, in itself, was quite
surprising, and exclamations of astonishment
went up from the spectators. But when the
smoke gradually dissolved and they saw that Hop
had disappeared, they were astounded.
"Pretty good, I should say!" exclaimed Captain
Bill, trying to make it appear that he was not
so greatly astonished after all. "Boys, he certainly must have gone up in the air. But I ,will
say that he burned up rather quickly."
The cavalrymen shook their heads. While the
most of them had seen magicians perform, they
did not remember of ev.er having seen anything
just like this. The spot where Hop had stood
when they saw him last was watched by them as
though they had an idea that he might be still
there with a sheet about him that made him appear invisible. One of them even walked over
and felt upon the grnund. It was just then that

a voi<:e that appeared to be far above their
heads, called out:
"Hip, hi! Me allee samee comee back. Evelybody watchee."
All eyes were turned toward the sky, instantly.
Suddenly there was a sharp hiss, «nd from the
very spot Hop had been standing upon when he
disappeared.
"He is landed!" cried one of the cavalrymen,
running away from the spot as though he was
nearly frightened out of his wits.
.
The smoke quickly faded away and there
stood Hop, bowing and smiling, just as though he
had not moved a step. It was mystifying to the
spectators, of course, but when it is explained
that the clever Chinee merely took refuge behind
the pile of cord wood under cover of the smoke,
and that he had simply lighted a ball of a prepa. ration of the same powder he had used and tossed
it to the ground so it would permit him to come
back again, it will be seen how easy it was to
perform the trick.
But that is the way with all magic tricks.
When one learns how they are done they are no
longer mystifying. However, Hop did not propose to let the cavalrymen into his secret. He
had come there for the sole purpose of mystifying them, and he meant to leave them in a state
of wonder when he took his departure. The
shouts and exclamations of the troopers had
caused others to come to the spot, and when the
newcomers learned what the clever Chinaman
had done they were eager to have him go ahead
and give another performance. But Hop declined
to do this. He had them all guessin."s, so to
speak, and he was not going to do the same
thing again that night. But he was quite willing
to show them something else, so he made his
preparations accordingly. This time he meant
to have a little fun about it, too, so he called
for a bucket of water. The corporal who had
taken such an interest in the proceedings quickly
brought a bucket that was filled with water and
placed it on the ground at the Chinaman's feet.
"Now, !en," said Hop, in his bland way; "me
likee havee something to sittee down on, so be."
An old camp-stool was quickly brought from
the barracks. Placing it a few feet from the·
bucket of water, the Celestial sat down and then
drew from one of his many pockets a small
bundle that was probably a foot in Ieng-th. When
he untied this and begun putting together a
jointed fishing rod the spectators crowded closer.
"What are you going to do now, Hop?" asked
Captain Bill, who tried to make it appear that
he was not much puzzled over what had already
taken place.
·
"Me go fishee, Captain Bill," was the smiling
retort.
"Oh, I see. You are going fishing in the bucket
of water, are you?"
"Me catchee plenty fishee, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
At this juncture Wild and Charlie came walking to the spot.
•
"What is going on here?" the young deadshot
' asked.
"Your cleve1· Chinee is giving us a little entertainment, Wild," was the captain's reply. "I
hope you will let him go ahead."
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"Certainly. So long as he keeps within bounds
and does not get too fresh, it is all right."

"Oh, he won't do anything like that. He just
made a trip to China a little while ago and then
came back. He set fire to himself and went up
in the smoke, and when he came back he did 1t
in the same way."
"Yes, that is an old trick of his. I don't suppose you know just how it was done, do you?"
"No, I must say that I have not the least idea."
"Well, it isn't right for me to tell you, so it
will have to be a mystery, I .suppose."
"Oh, of course; but now Hop says he is going
to catch fish from that bucket of water."
"Well, if he says he's goin' ter Clj,tch fish there,
you kin bet your life he will," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie. ' "Hop generally sticks ter his word when
he's blowin' off his smartness."
Hop did. not appear at all disturbed because
Wild and the scout had come there. He had
performed his magic feats so many times in their
presence tr.at it made no difference to him at
all. He went on adjusting his fishing rod until
it had assumed a length of probably five feet.
Then he attached a Iine to it at the end of
which was a hook and sinker. Though the bucket
had been placed close at his feet when broug;ht to
him, no one had seen him place anything m it.
"Me put lillee bait on um hook, and len
me catchee fi.shee," the Chinaman said, as he
placed something upon the end of the hook.
It was nothing more than a piece of red cloth
that he was using for bait, and some of the
troopers laughed.
"Lat allee light," declared Hop, nodding toward them. "Fishee likee bitee on my bait. Me
velly goodee fisheeman."
· Now being ready, Hop permitted the hook and
sinker to drop into the bucket of water. He
held the pole e~tly as though he had been
fishing in a stream and was expecting a bite
at anv minute. Half a minute passed, and then
euddenly he gave a quick jerk, and then up went
the pole and what appeared to be a live snake
was attached to the hook.
'·Hip, hi!" the Chinamen yelled, as he jumped
from his camp-stool, apparently in a great fright.
Then he swung the pole right and left, and before they could get out of the way several troopers had been hit in the face by the wriggling
serpent. It being wet, they felt the contact more
keenly, and yells of dismay went up from all
sides. Captain Bill happened to be one of those
to get the snake squarely in the face, and he fell
over backward, his feet going up in the air in
a comkal sort of way.
·
"Ca1,chee, Misler Charlie," called out Hop, appare1rtly much excited, and then he swung the
snake toward the scout.
To the s·urprise of those who happened to be
looking at th~ time, the scout cleverly caught it
and promptly removed the hook.
"Don't be afraid of this thing," he called out,
with a Jai.:r-h. '·It ain't nothin' more than a piece
of rubber,"m,\dP. ter look like a snake. I reckon
ther heat:1en h:J.s fooled yer all putty good."
"Hip, hi ! Hoolay !" shouted Hop, sucjdenly
changmg his mannH. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
It was fully five minutes before the spectators
were satisfied that it was nothing but an imitation snake. Captain Bill took it ,good-naturedly,
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and so did the rest. When they had examined
the rubber .snake to their satisfaction, Hop put
it away in his pocket. Then he get his fishing
apparatus ready to proceed.
"Me wantee catchee .some· more fishee," he declared, as he righted the camp-stool and took his
seat upon it. "Evelybody watchee."
This time there was no bait on the hook whatever. But Hop did not seem to care anything
about that. He allowed the hook and sinker
to drop into the bucket of water, and began moving it around by pushing the pail to the right•and
left. Suddenly he held up his hand.
"Me gottee lillee bite!" he exclaimed. "Evelybody watchee."
Then up went the pole, and dangling at the
end of the line was a whisky bottle.
"Lat velly goodee fishee ! " he exclaimed, as he
swung it toward him and deftly unhooked it.
"Me likee lillee dlop of tan,glefoot, so be."
Producing a corkscrew he removed the cork
and then placed' the bottle to his lips and took
quite a long pull, smacking his lips and breathing a sigh of relief when he had finished. A
roar of laughter went up at this performance,
for the spectators were now b!lginning to realize
that the clever Chinee was as much of a joker
as he was a magician.
·
"You likee havee lillee dlink, Captain Billee?"
Hop asked, tendering the officer the bottle.
"No, thank you, Hop," was the reply.
"Allee li!fht. Maybe Misler Charlie likee havee
llllee dlop. '
"I reckon I will wet my throat, Hop, if yer
don't mind," the scout answered, quickly.
The bottle -was passed to him, and he did so,
for he well knew that the contents of the bottle
were all right. Hop then placed the cork back
in the bottle and slipped it under his coat somewhere.
"Now, len," said he, "me puttee um bi,ggee
piece of bait ..on um hook and len me catchee
.somethling velly muchee funny, so be."
When he placed upon the point of the hook
was a ro"Qnd object that looked as though it was
a grape or a marble. But it was really nothing
more than a ball that was made of a mixture. of
chemicals, that when placed in water would explode. The Chinaman claimed to have worked
at a fireworks manufactory in China, but whether
he had or not is hard to tell. Anyhow, he had
a great knowledge of such things, and what he
did not know about chemicals an ordinary person
could hardly hope to learn.
"Evelybody watchee," he said, as he swung the
hook toward the bucket.
At the same time he arose from the campstool. When he had made two or three swings,
he taking care to keep as far away from the
bucket as he could, the little round ball dropped
into the water. The instant this happened there
was a violent hissing, and then a muffled report
sounded, and the water in the bucket was scattered all over the spectators. ·
"Hip, hi!" yelled -Hop, and then away he ran
from the spot.
It was several minutes before the surprised
cavalrymen recovered from the sprinkling they
had received. But they took it good-naturedly
and looked for the Chinaman. Hop did not show
up again, so after a while thev Jtave it un. all
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being satisfied that Young Wild West's clever
Chinee was the greatest magicain the world had
ever produced.

can tell him that I have gone out to look for the
i'edskins."
So saying, Wild hastened back to the camp
inside the stockade and, saddling his horse, he
was soon ready to leave. Arietta had already
CHAPTER VI.-Hop Shows What He Can Do.
taken care to have her horse saddled, so she was
waiting for him. Cheyenne Charlie did not apYoung Wild West did not expect an attack pear to like it very well, since he usually accomupon the fort that night, so he slept soundly, as panied the young deadshot on such trips. Wild
did the rest of the party. Shortly after day- noticed that he looked rather downhearted, so he
light the next morning he was up and stirring. nodded to him and said :
He was hoping that the ninety troopers compris"Charlie, if we don't get back here by the
ing 'I'roop H, of the Ninth Cavalry of Colorado, middle of the afternoon you can come and look
would shortly arrive, for he felt that it was the for us. You can fetch Jim along with you, and
intention of old Red Hawk to surely try and take if you think it necessary, some of th,e cavalrymen
possession of the fort. As our friends had plenty can accompany you. If it should happen that the
m the way of provisions with them, they chose troopers return to the fort before I get back
to live at their camp, the same as if there had you can tell the colonel that I say he had better
been no soldiers or a habitation within miles of send them out. If we can catch the Apaches
them. Cheyenne Charlie was not long in getting napping it will be all the better for us. I need
up after Wild, and the first thing he did was not tell you that it will be easy for you to follow
to arouse the two Chinamen. Cliarlie always our trail. You know what to do, Charlie."
liked to have his breakfast as soon as possible
"I reckon I do, Wild," the scout answered, with
after getting up in the morning, and he told a nod. "You go ahead, but be careful that you
the cook to get a hustle on himself. By the don't git surprised by ther blamed Apaches."
time Wing had started a fire and the coffee was
The boy laughed, and waving his hand in a
steaming over it the rest were on hand, ready sort of farewell to those at the fort he rode off
for breakfast.
his golden-haired sweetheart at his side. Ther~
"What do you mean to do this morning, Wild?" was one who had been listening to what was said
Arietta asked the young deadshot, anxiously.
at the ca,m p with no l_ittle interest. This was
"Go out scouting, Et," was the reply. "I don't Hop Wah, the clever Chmee. He no sooner heard
know yet how many there are of the Apaches. that Wild and Arietta were going to ride away
That's something I want to find out as quickly from the fort to try and locate the band of
as possible."
Apaches than he made up his mind that he would
"Let me ,go with you," said the ¢rl, looking go, too. But he, of course, knew that Wild would
her handsome lover straight in the eyes.
not let him accompany him if he asked, so he
"I hardly think it advisable," he answered, decided to go without asking, and to set out
shaking his head.
before Wild and Arietta stai·ted. It happened
"Why not? You know I have one of the best that there was quite a high ridge of rocky ground
horses there is in these parts. Surely I will be that was well covered with craggy pines and
able to keep away from the redskins, since you underbrush right within two hundred yards of
don't mean to go so very close to them, anyhow." the stockade. Hop ate his breakfast hurriedly,
"Oh, I don't exactly fear for your safety, Et. and while the rest were talking about what Wild
'But you know very well that the soldiers here purposed to do, he slipped away and got his horse.
would think it rather strange if I permitted you He had heard all he cared to, which was to the
effect that Wild and Arietta were going away
to accompany me."
"What, what do you care what they think?" from the fort. Of course he knew iust about
persisted Arietta, who was determined to ac- what direction they would take, so that he got
company him, it seemed.
his horse saddled he rode the animal along close
"Well, I don't know as I do care, as far as to the stockade until he thought it a good chance
that goes. All right, since you insist on going, to make for the ridge close by. The Chinaman
you m::;,y. You can get yourself ready right after was successful in reaching this, and once he had
we have our breakfast, for I want to strike off got over it and was among the trees and underto the south and try and locate the Apaches be- brush he felt much elated.
fore noon."
"Now, len, me allee samee do lillee scouttee,
Delighted at having gained her point, the girl too, so be," he muttered. "Misler Wild no wantee
quickly rnn to inform Anna and Eloise that she me go, so be. Me know lat pletty well. But me
was going out scouting with Wild. They did not go, anyhow. Maybe me havee um chance to do
approve of it, of cours~t but they knew how de- pletty goodee lis timee. Me tly velly muchee
termined Young Wild west's sweetheart was, so hardee. Me no 'fl.aid of ledskins. Me _g-ottee
they did not try to persuade her not to go. As plenty fireclackers and me makee um redskins
soon as breakfast was over with, Wild made his allee samee thlinkee lat um soldiel's gettee after
way to the headquarters of the colonel. He lem, so be."
thought it best to inform the commander of the
The Chinaman now turned in the direction he
fort of his intentions. But he learned from the knew the band of Apaches would be apt to be
man guarding the quarters that the colonel had found and rode along at an easy canter. When
given orders that he must not be disturbed until he had got perhaps two miles from the fort he
eight, unless something unexpected happened.
rode to the top of the ridge, which was now
"All right," and the young deadshot nodded gradually narrowing down toward a comparahis head. "I reckon it won't make muc;:h differ- tively level stretch that lay beyond. He no sooner
ence, anyhow. When the colonel shows up you reached the top than he saw Wild and Arietta
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then turned along the edge and rode at a slightly
slower pace. In this way Hop kept on until he
thought he must be somewhere pretty close to
wh-ere he had seen the redskin . While he thought
it hardly likely that he would find him there still,
he made up his mind to look, anyhow. Bringing
his lforse to a walk, he turned to cross the strip
which was not more than a couple of hundred
yards in width at that point. As he neared the
edge at the other side he suddenly sa w a horse
standing there. The animal was tied to a sapling,
and the moment the Chinaman saw that there
was no saddle on its back he guessed that it belonged to the Apaches he had seen a short time
before.
"Lat velly goodeel" he exclaimed, under his
breath, and then he quickly dismounted and led
his broncho into a hollow close at hand· and tied
him.
This done, he started cautiously through the
woods toward the edge to look for the man who
owned the horse. He had barely reached t he
edge of the strip of trees when he saw ari._ Apache
walking stealthily toward him. The redskin was
casting furtive glances over his shoulder as he
proceeded, and this gave Hop to understand that
he had seen some one he was trying to keep out
of sight of.
"Maybe Misler Wild and Missee Alietta comee,"
Hop thought. "Allee light. Me take um chances.
Me catchee um ledskin.1'
Hop crouched close behind a big tree and waited. It was not more than ten or fifteen seconds
when the brave came along. His horse was but
fifty yards away, and it was for it he was no
doubt making. As he passed the tree, Hop stepped out suddenly, at the same time pointing the
big, old-fashioned six-shooter he always carried
with him at the Indian's breast.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," he said,_blandly.
"Ugh!" exclaimed the astonished Apache.
"What Chinee do?"
"Me allee samee shootee velly muchee quickee,
,
so be," was the retort.
The Apaches took a step backward as though
he meant to try and get away, or else make
an attack upon the Chinaman. Then it was that
Hop pulled the trigger of his weapon. Bang!
A loud report rang out, and with a yell on his
lips the redskin dropped to the ground. But it
was not because he had been hit by a bullet that
he did this, for the fact was that Hop's revolver
was not loaded with · bullets. What had hit the
Indian's breast was nothing more than an oveirripe berrz.. and it left a big red blotch where it
struck.. with a bland smile on his yellow cour.tenance, the clever Chinaman stepped forward,
and still keeping his weapon pointed at his foe, he
said:
"Whatee mattee, ledskin? You allee samee
fallen down, so be."
This brought the Apache to his senses, and he
quickly assumed a sitting posture. He looked at
what he thought was the terrible wound on his
breast, felt of it, and then shook his head.
"You allee· samee die velly muchee quickee, ledskin," went on Hop, smiling broader than ever.
Though the Indian certainly felt no pain, it
was quite evident that he thought he really -wtts
badly wounded. While he wa~ thinki~g it over,
He crossed a strip of woods and Hop quickly took his weapons from him.

about a mile away, heading in almost the same
direction he was.
"Lat allee lil!"ht," he thought. "Me makee Misler Wild and Missee Alietta velly muchee suplise.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
Hop noted that the boy and girl were riding
much faster than he had been, so he now put his
horse to greater speed. He kept on until he
reached the foot of the ridge, and then finding
that he could easily shield himself from the
view of the young deadshot and his sweetheart,
because there were many slight elevations lying
between them, he went on with no little satisfaction. Though they h ad traveled that way in
the darkness the night before, the ground was
strange to Hop. But that made little difference.
He soon struck the trai,L that . had been made by
his own party and the cavalrymen, and then he
kept on until six or seven miles had been covered.
As there was a long strip of timber, as well as
several rocky elevations to his left, he had not
seen anything of Wild or Arietta since he struck
the level at the foot of the ridge. The clever
Chinee rode on, sticking to the trail. He felt
that if the Indians were really coming to attack the fort they would most likely follow the
trail that had been made by our friends and the
cavalrymen. This being the case, it mi,ght seem
that the Chinaman was taking a considerable
risk. But the fact was that Hop did not care
whether he met the Apaches or not.
He had alr~ady thought of a way to get the
best of them if such a thing happened. He depended strictly upon his sleight-of-hand ability
and his wonderful cleverness to carry him safely
through. It was not until he reached the spot
where they had met Captain Bill and his cavalrymen the night before that Hop came to a halt.
He now thought it was about time to try and
find out where Wild and Arietta were. Dismounting, he climbed to an elevation that was
close at hand and took a look at th~ surrounding
country. Almost the first thing he saw was a
solitary horseman riding slowly along at the
edge of a thin timber strip. It took but a glance
for him to see that it was an Indian. As the
brave kept along close under the shadow of the
wood he was holding his hand to shade his eyes
as he looked over the uneven stretch of land that
lay before him.
"Um ledskin lookee for somethling, so be,"
muttered Hop, with a nod. "Maybe he allee
samee see Misler Wild and Missee Alietta. But
lat allee li~ht. Misler Wild see him, too, velly
muchee qu1ckee."
Seeing nothing of the two he was looking for,
the Celestial descended-00 where he had left his
horse, and, mounting, rode off, this time turning
slightly to the right. He had it in his mind to
try and catch the Indian scout and take him by
surprise. While Hop always carried a Winchester, he seldom used it. Really, he was not
much of a shot, nor was he anything of a fighter.
J;Jut he always seemed to come out on top, just
the same. He rode hard now, and it was not
• long before he struck the pieces of timber that
lay ahead. A rather high elevation lay between
him and the spot where he had seen the Apache
scout, but he knew that it was hardly likely that
he would be observed unless there were others

on the watch.
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"Now, len," said· he, as he drew a thin silken
rope from one of his pockets, "you stay light
lere, ledskin, and puttee you hands behind you
back, so be."
He had changed the revolver to his left hand,
so he might be able to slip a noose about the
redskin's hands, and as his command was obeyed
Hop stepped around and quickly had his prisoner's wrists secured.
"Now, len, Misler Ledskin, you allee samee be
velly goodee or me shootee you some more," declared Hop.
It was just then that he heard the clatter of
hoofs close at hand, and looking quickly in the
direction the sounds came from, he saw Wild
and Arietta riding toward him.
"Hip, hi! hoolay !" he cried out, rather mildly.
"Me allee sarnee velly smartee Chinee. Me catchee urn ledskin."

CHAPTER VII.-Swift Hand Meets With Good
Luck and Then With Bad.

It will not be in order for us to return to the
Indian camp. Black Dog went on making •love
to Shining Water, while from the bushes his
rival watched, with murder in his hea1-t. Though
he hated Black Dog and felt like killing him,
Swift Hand knew that .it would never do for
him to fire a shot or use a knife without giving
the brave a chance for his life. If he killed
Black Dog without the young squaw knowing
who die! it the crime would be laid to him, surely.
He realized this, so after making all sorts of
threats under his breath, and shaking his knife
at Black Dog, he left the spot, determi11ed to
find a way to have his revenge upon•the brave
who had cut him out. At the same time he desired to gain favor with Shining Water, and since
he knew that it was probably because Black Dog
had distinguished himself in bringing back to
the camp the scalp of a paleface soldier that she
had favored him, he felt' that he must go out and
bring back two scalps.
Then, after doing this, he would taunt Black
Dog until he was willing to fight. He swallowed
his wrath as best he could and decided to wait
until daylight. When the first signs of the dawn
showed in the east, Swift Hand was awake and
ready for business. He walked to the tepee of
Bear Tail and called out softly to him. The
result was that the chief soon thrust out his head
and demanded to know why it was that he was
distur~ed. Swift H,and drew hims~lf up proudly
and said:
"Me go out and bring back two scalps of the
palefaces. Shining Water no longer smiles on me,
because she has found Black Dog, who brought
back to the camp the scalp of a paleface soldier.
Swift Hand loves Shining Water and wants her
for his squaw. He will show that he is a greater
brave than Black Dog. Then Bear Tail will be
pleased and he will tell his daughter that Swift
Hand is a great brave."
"Ugh I" the chief answered, sleepily. "If Swift
Hand brings back the scalps of two palefaces he
shall have Shining Water for his squaw."
Then the head disappeared inside the tepee, and
aatisfied with what had been said, the jealous

Apache went and got his horse. He informed
one of the guards he was compelled to pass to
get out of the camp that Bear Tail had told him
to go out and bring back the scalps of two palefaces. He also added that he did not expect to
come back until he could do so, and he knew that
it would soon spread about the camp, thus setting
him in the light of a very great brave. Swift
Hand was just about desperate for anything now.
His love for the chief's daughter burned within
his breast, and the hatred he bore for Black Dog
was quite enough to spur him on to take any
kind of chances. It seemed that he was destined
to distinguish himself, for he had not gone more
~han a mile from the Indian camp when his eye
caught the glimmer of a light in a ravine two
or three hundred yards away. It was_ hardly
yet daylight, so the light showed plainly to the
rascally redskin.
Quickly dismounting, Swift Hand tied his pony
to a tree and then crept along until he reached !
the edge of the bank that overlooked the ravine.
What was his surprise to see a treop of cavalry
in camp there! There was no mistake about it.
The fact was that the cavalrymen were those of
Troop H, Ninth Cavalry, that was being anxiously waited for at the fort. The troopers had
struck the ravine after dark the night before,
and 11ot knowing that they were so close to the
fort, or that Red Hawk and his entire band of
warriors were encamped scarcely more than a
mile from them, they had decided to rest the1·e
until daylight. They had simply turned into the
mouth of the ravine--though ravine it could
scarcely be called, since it was really but a blind
passage between the steep banks and extended
not more than three hundred yards to a cul de
sac. Swift Hand lay upon his stomach and looked down upon the soldiers with gloating eyes.
Two sentries were walking back and forth, and
the rest were yet asleep.
The light he had seen came from a lantern
that stood upon the ground under a rock, and it
had been through the merest chance that the
sharp eyes of the Apaches had caught the gleam
from it. The Indian took in all that was to be
seen, and then made his way cautiously along
among the rugged rocks and bushes until he was
directly over the camp. He counted those below
him as best he could, and came to the conclusion
that there must be probably close to a hundred.
Then as it grew lighter he happened to look fur- ther on and found that there was only one way
to get out of the hollow spot. The mouth itself
was not more than a hundred feet wide, and
so steep was the bank on both sides and at the
other end that it would ti.ave been difficult for a
man to climb out, much less to get away with
his horse.
"U~h!" grounted Swift Hand, nodding his head
exultmgly. "Soldiers in a trap. Me go tell Bear
Tail."
Noiselessly he made his way back to his horse,
and then taking another look at the light which
had disclosed the presence of the troopers, he
mounted and rode swiftly back to the Apache
camp. The sun was not yet up when he arrived
there, and when the redskin guards showed surprise at his quick return he waved them aside
and refused to make an explanation, but headed
straight for the. tepee of Bear tail. While Red
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Hawk was in command of the whole crowd, Swift
Hand ignored him entirely. He wanted his own chief to have as much credit as possible, since
he knew it would help his chance of winning the
chief's daughter. Bear Tail was more grouchy
than ever at being a wakened a second time in the
early morning, but when Swift Hand crept up
close tci him and whispered the discovery he had
made it was different. The chief ca me out of
·
the tepee and took the brave's hand.
''Swift Hand shall have Shining Water for his
squaw," he declared. "His eyes have done good.
The paleface soldiers are in a trap, and the
Apaches will go and kill them all."
After asking a few qu~stions, Bear Tail was
satisfied that the report given him was correct.
Then he told .Swift Hand to r ide out in the direction of the fort and report what he saw later.
This done, the chief, who was really a sort of
rival to Red Hawk, sought that worthy and informed him of the situation. The result was that
it was not long before the camp was astir. Word
was passed around among the braves that they
must hurry and catch the soldiers in a trap. : Indians are not slow in getting ready to do a thin,g,
especially when they are in war with the whites.
In a remarkably short space of time the tepees
had been struck, and every man, woman and child
belonging to the band were heading toward the
spot where the unsuspecting troopers were camped. So well had Swift Hand laid down the direction that Bear Tail knew exactly where to go.
He had consulated with Red Hawk, and it was
decided that they should wait in ambush at the
mouth of the cul-de-sac, and then shoot down the
troopers as they emerged to pursue their way to
the fort. They were not long in reaching the
spot they wanted, and then, after leaving the
squaws and papooses in a safe place near at hand,
the two chiefs consulted again, and sent out a
couple of spies. It surely was a dangerous P?Si-.
tion the troopers were in, and unless somethm,g
unforseen happened they would be mowed down
by the bullets of the savages when they left what
they thought . was a ravine. Meanwh,ile, let us
see how Swift Hand fared.
He rode on in the direction of the fort, as he
had been ordered to do by Bear Tail. In due time
he crossed the timber stretch a nd then proceeded
to ride up and down a s he looked away toward
the fort. It was he whom Hop had discovered
from a distance, as the reader might suppose.
Swift Hand did not see the Chinaman, but he did
catch sight of ' Wild and Arietta as they were
approaching. He was on foot at the time, and
right after he saw the boy and girl rode that way
he started to get his horse, and was surprised by
the clever Chinaman. Both Wild and Arietta
had seen the redskin, though he ha d been hopeful that they had not. When they rode up and
saw that Hop had him a prisoner they were, of ,
course. surprised, for they ha d not dreamed of
such a thing as meeting the China man there.
"So you have got him, Hop, have you?" the
young deadshot observed, as he rode up and
brought his horse to a halt. "And how is it that
we find you here, anyhow ?'\
"Me wantee comee velly muchee bad, Misler
Wild, so rrie allee samee startee before you and
Missee Alietta. But evelythling allee light, so

be."
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"Yes, I reckon it is," and the young deatjshot
could not help laughing. "So you stopped the
1·edskin and managed to catch him, eh? Well,
that is mighty clever in you, I must say. I will
forgive you for coming here without permission."
"What else could you do, Wild?" Arietta asked,
with a smile. "Hop is certainly a great fellow.
Sometimes I believe he has presentiments that
he is to be of some assistance, and that he feels
that he must leave the camp without saying anything to any one there. It is doubtful if we could
have caught this fellow, for he was making a
break for his horse. You said you wanted to t~e
him ll.lrve, and that meant that he could easily
have got away through the woods."
"Well, I certainly would not have shot him,
that's sure," the boy answered, as he dismounted.
Arietta remained in the saddle.
"Wild," said she, "l think I will go to the other
side of this strip of woods and have a look around.
I have an idea that the Apach~ camp cannot be
very far a~ay."
"Well, don't go beyond the woods, and be sure
,
that you keep a sharp watch," was the reply.
The fact was that the boy did not think there
was any danger, since he took it that the Indian
Hop had captured was merely a scout that had
been sent out in the early morning to look for
some signs of the cavalry.
"Get up, redskin!" he commanded, as he stepped up to the prisoner.
Swift Hand lost no time in obeying, though
he acted in a dogged manner. Thinking he might
frighten him into telling the truth, Wild drew
his revolver and pushing it against his heart,
.
said:
"Where is Red Hawk?"
The Indian did not flinch, nor did he answer.
"Where is Red Hawk, I say?" demanded our
hero, sternly.
"Ugh!" came the retort.
"Redskin, do you want to die?" ·
This had the effect of causing him .to give in
a little.
"The paleface boy no kill Apachee," he said,
shaking his head.
"If you don't tell me where Red Hawk _and his
band are I certai:nly will."
"'Way back there! Ten, fifteen miles," said
the crafty r edskin, pointing off to the southeast,
in · a direction that was forty-five degrees out of
the way.
"What are they doing there?" Wild asked.
"Stay in camp. Eat plenty beef."
"W!litin g to catch the troopers, you mean, you
·
·
scoun drel!"
"Plenty paleface soldiers dead now," lied the
rascal. "We catch a hundred last night and kill
t hem all. Pl ent y paleface scalps in the camp
of Red Hawk a nd Bear Tail. Heap much kill.
.
Ugh! "
"I don't believe you, you scoundrel! What is
your name?"
"Swift Hand. Bear Tail very great chief."
"So Bear Tail is with Red Hawk, is he ?"
T he Apa che nodded in the affirmative. Wild
went on fJUeGti oning him for perhaps five minutes.
But he knew very well that the r eplies he received ·were har-dl y the truth. The average Indian will lie t o shield himself or his friends, even
if he dies fo r it, it seems. Our hero had just·
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given it up in disgust when he saw Arietta riding through the woods at top speed. The girl
appeared somewhat excited, and knowing that
something was wrong, he ran forward to meet
her.
"What is it, Et?" he asked.
"I rode out to the top of a little hill, Wild,
and I saw a big band of redskins riding over that
way," and she pointed behind her. "They seemed
to be in very much of a hury, and have a number
of squaws and children with them."
"Ahl" exclaimed the young deadshot. "I reckon ihere is somethin~ up. We must follow
thehl and find out what 1s ,going on."
Then he turned to Hop and added:
'!Just help me put this fellow on his horse.
We will take him along."
It was not long before Swift Hand was placed
upon the back of his horse and securely tied
there, his hands being bound behind his back.
"Now, then, Hop," said Wild, as he mounted
his sorrel stallion, "you take charge of this fellow. Don't let the horse get away from you."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply.
T wo minutes later they were riding through
the woods. Once at the other side they were
not long in reaching the top of the hill Arfetta
had spoken of and then they plainly saw the
big band of redskins moving rapidly toward the
south."
Wild cast a quick glance over the scene, and
then g ave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon we can overtake them inside of halt
an hour," he said. "Come on, Et. We will leave
Hop behind with the prisoner. I reckon he will
be abl e to take care of him all right."
Arietta gave a nod, and then the two rode away
with the speed of the wind.

CHAPTER VIII.-The Rival Redskins Meet and
Die.
Hop felt not a little proud at having been left
in ch arge of Swift Hand, the Ap:1che prisoner.
He ro de along, slowly, following the trail of Wild
and Ariet ta, and soon reached· the other side of
the timber strip. He saw tlrat the young deadshot and his swetheart were riding swiftly over
the uneven ground, but could not see anything
of the Indians they were following.
"Um iedskins pletty ii.ear gittee killee, so be,"
he obsP.rved, nodding to his prisoner and grinning
broadly.
·
Swift Hand shook his head scornfully.
"The paleface soldiers will all get killed and
their scalps will hang in the belts of the Apache
braves," he retorted. "The Chinee is heap much
fool."
.
"Lat allee light. He showee you lat me no fool,
so be."
It seemed that Hop was itching to play a trick
on the redskins, for he drew a couple of cigars
from one of his pockets and placed one of them
in his own mouth, at the same time extending
the other toward the helpless Indian.
·
"You likee smoke?" he questioned.
"Ugh!" came the retort, for Swift Hand was
unable to accept the cigar if he wanted it ever
wo much.
·

If the Indian had dreamed of such a thing as
the cigar being loaded with gunpowder he would
have refused to take it, anyhow, but when the
Chinaman ,got a little closer to him and placed the
end of the cigar in his m-0uth he shut his teeth to
and held it there. Hop lighted his own and then
reached over and applied the flame of the match
to the cigar the Indian held between his teeth.
Swift Hand had managed to bite into the end of
it would draw, and he at once began· puffing. Then
Hop rode ahead a little faster so he would place
the length of the rope he was leading the prisoner's horse with as far as it would reach. Swift
Hand had -0nly taken a few puffs at the cigar
when there .was a flash of red fire, followed by a
mild report. Up in the air went the cigar, and
down it came directly behind the Indian on the
horse. As it kept on shooting fire when it struck,
the horse was burned sufficiently to cause it t!>
give a mighty leap. The result was that ·the rope
was jerked from the Chinaman's hand and away
went the Indian pony off to the right with the
speed of the wind. Hop's face was turned to dismay _in a twinkling.
"Whattee mattee?" he shouted, as he atarted
to ·f ollow the .galloping hOllSe. "Stoppee lat!"
Swift Hand could not have stopped the horse if
;he wanted to, but it is quite safe to say that he
did not want to just then. Though he had been
badly frightened by the exploding of the cigar, he
realized that he now had the chance to get away,
and this quickly brought him to his senses. But
Hop's practical joke had done more than to simply
.cause ·the horse to break away from him. When
the sizzling cigar struck the back of the horse
some of the red fire that was shooting from it
ignited the rope that was tied about the prisoner's
wrists. While his hand were burned slightly the
rope started to smoulder, the fire eating its way
through the strands. As he rode -0n in his wild
race for liberty, the Indian struggled to get his
hands free. He had not gone more thall a couple
of hundred yards when he gave a powerful wrench
and the burning strands of the rope parted.
Then it was that Swift Hand gave an exultant
shout. Though he was without a weapon to defend himself, he must have felt that it was his
duty to get square with the Chinaman. A small
clump of dwarfed trees and thick underbrush was
not far distant, and he at once turned his horse
to it. As soon as he got behind it h e quickly untied the knots of the rope that held him to the
horse, and then looked around for something to
defend himself with. There was n_o thir6 there
except a few pieces of rotten wood, so the brave
turned his eyes. over the wide stretch beyond as
though looking for help. Then it was that he
gave a violent start. An Indian was riding swiftly that way. He must have just rounded a high1
rocky point, for he was very close by. Hop dici
not see him until he heard the clatter of hoofs.
The Chinaman had his rifle at his shoulder as he
was making a circle to get around to the other
side of the clump of trees. He was going to try
and frighten Swift Hand, even if he could not
hit him with a bullet. But when he became aware
that some one else had appeared upon the scene,
he quickly turned that way and saw the.approach•
ing Apache.
"Hip, hi!" exclaimed the clever Chinee, his
face t l'rn ing slightly pale. "lVIe ·anee samee
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makee lillee mistakee. Lis velly muchee bad, so interested in the duel he might be able to slip up
and get posse,ssion of the rifle and revolver that
be."
Knowing that he would stand a pretty hard belonged to Black Dog. This was in the Chinachance with the two Indians, he looked for a place man's mind, and he kept walking a little nearer,
of refoge. Wild and Arietta had disappeared waiting for the two to begin the fight_. After
over the crest of a hill by this time so there was what seemed to be a rather long time, Swi.Et Hand
absolutely no chance of calling their attention. leaped forward and struck at his rival with the
The only place Hop could find that would at all knife he held clenched in his hand.
answer his purpose was a clump of bushes similar
Then the fight was on. It was, no doubt, what
to that which Swift Hand had got behind. It might be called a very pretty exhibition of skill
was just about fifty yards distant, so Hop availed that ensued for the next four or five minutes.
himself of the opportunity and quickly rode to it. But Hep did not look at it in that light. He saw
Dismounting, he threw himself flat upon the that the Indians were about matched, and that
ground and thrust out his Winchester, determined they had all they could do to pay attention to each
to shoot as he had never done before if the two other. Black Dog acted more on the defensive
redskins came near him. He knew quite well that after he found that his foe was well matched for
the one approaching must have seen him, but him, and this caused them both to get further
when he saw him riding deliberately past without uvav from their horses and the rifle and revolver
paying any attention in that direction he could not that had been placed upon the ground. Hop manhelp wondering. But Swift Hand was not won- aged to get the clump of trees between them and
derin'(' any, save that he realized that he was go- then he ran lightly to the bushes. Working his
ing to have a hard time of it to save his life. way around and listening to the clashing of the
The approaching Indian was no other than Black knives and the cries that came from the two
Dog, his :rjval in love. Whether or not Black Dog fighters, he crept through the bushes. He was
had been sent out by old Red Hawk is not known. just in time to see Swift Hand plunge his knife
But, anyhow, he appeared on the scene just in mto Black Dog's right side. But instead of
time to catch his enemy at a great disadvantage. dropping to the ground, he wounded man made
It must have been that he had taken note of the a desperate effort a'nd struck hard at his adfact that Swift Hand was without any weapons, versary, the point of the blade passing through
for he did not use the least bit of caution, but · the fleshy part of his right arm. Both wounds
rode deliberately to the place where he was wait- must have been painful, but neither showed that
they
them. They were now so enraged that
ing.
· d , as reme
. d m
. h'1s pony an d it is felt
"Ugh!" he excl a1me
possible that they could not feel pain just
then. Hop gave a nod of satisfaction, and then
clutched at his rifle.
"Ugh!" Swift Hand answered, taking a step boldly stepped forward and took possession not
only of the rifle and revolver, but of the two
forward and folding his arms.
"Swift Hand has nQ knife," observed the other, horses that were ·standing there as it waiting to
as he slipped from the back of his horse.
see who would be the victor in the fierce contest.
The clever Chinee led the animals around to
"No," was the cool reply.
"Black Dog has two knives; one he took from the other side of the bushes, and then came back
the paleface soldier he killed last night. Swift and watched the fight, his rifle held against his
shoulder, ready to fire in case either of them
Hand can have one of them."
As if it had been arranged that they were to should happen to turn upon him. Both Indians
fight a duel, they now fac':d each oth~r, each ~p- were losing blood rapidly, and the terrible exerparently anxious to get at 1t and have 1t over with. tion they weJ'.e putting themselves to told on
Black Dog held out the two knives for his rival them. Slicing away at each other, they danced
to take his choice. Swift Hand selected one of around at a lively rate. Then suddenly they came
them, quickly enou,gh, and then placed himself in together, each landing a blow at about the same
an attitude of defense. It happened that they time. But neither fell. Hop was astonished at
came around the clump of bushes just far enough this, ior he could easily tell that . either of the
for Hop to see them. The China man's fears blows struck must necessarily prove fatal, unless
gradually slipped away when he saw that the two a surgeon could be found right away.
were going to fight.
"Lat allee light," he muttered, as he gave ·a
"Lat velly stlange," he muttered. "Um both nod. "Ley allee samee killee each other. Me no
Apaches and ley go fightee. Me velly glad, so havee tlouble with um ledskins. Ley velly muchee
be. Maybe ley allee samee killee each other."
mad, and ley no stoppee till ley die. Velly stlange
Meanwhile, the two braves stood glaring at fightee, so be."
each other in hatred.
The movements of the two Apaches became
"Black Dog shall never have Shining Water slower every second now, but they seemed just
for his squaw!" said Swift Hand.
•
as anxious to kill each other as they had at the
"Swift Hand shall never see the face of Shin- start. The blows struck were so light that they
ing Water again!" caJlle the quick reply.
would scarcely have been more than scratches
Then the brows of both wrinkled, savagely, had the knives landed where thlly were aimed.
though neither made a move to strike a blow. Hop Suddenly they came together again, and Black
was so interested now that he arose to his feet Dog, insteaq of striking with his knife, clutched
and took a few steps away from the bushes so his opponent about the neck with his left arm.
he might get a better view of what was going TMn down they. went. When Hop saw that
on. The Indians paid no attention to him, so he neither of them got up again he was a little surwalked a little closer. Black Dog had laid down prised, for he surely thought that one would sur. all his weapons save the knife, and this gave the rive longer than the other. For fully five minutes
clever Chinaman an idea. If the two got deeply he waited. Then he stepped boldly to the snot.

.-
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Black Dog was still breathing, but Swift Hand
was surely dead. As Hop stood )ooking at them,
Black Dog suddenly turned his eyes upon him.
Then he made a feeble effort to rise and strike
at him with the knife, which was still clutched in
his hand, but failing, dropped back and expired.
The rivals had both perished, and the grudge
was surely settledi but Shining Water was now
without a lover. f Hop had know-what it -was
all about he would have felt better satisfied, but
he simply put it down as being somewhat strange
that the two men should meet and fi~ht to the
death in that way. Then, having no use for the
two Indian ponies, he turned them loose, and going back to his own horse, mounted and started
upon the trail of Wild and Arietta. He knew they
were miles ahead of him by this time, but that
made no difference. He had started out for the
purpose of going where they did, and he_ meant
to do so. The Chinaman rode on keepmg his
horse at a safe pace. When he had covered perhaps half the distance to the spot where the redskins had been camped, he suddenly saw a band
of troopers comin,g from the direction of the fort.
"Lat allee light!" he exclaimed, nodding his
head with satisfaction. "Me velly glad. Maybe
Misler Wild and Missee Alietta havee tloubie with
um ledskins. Len um soldiers allee samee helpee
out."
After thinking it over quickly he decided to
wait until the cavalrymen arrived. He rode to
the highest spot he could see near him, and then
came to a halt, facing the approaching troopers.
Hop waved his hat to them, and when he saw
the glint of the carbine barrels as they were
waved in answer he knew he had surely been
seen. On came the riders, increasing their pace,
for they no doubt felt that something was wrong
with Young Wild West, and that the Chinaman
was signalling to them to hurry. In a few
minutes they came galloping up, and then Hop
quickly explained the situation.
"So Wild and the girl have gone after the redskins eh?" asked the leader of the troopers, who
was ~o other than Captain Bill.
"Lat light," was the reply. "Missee Alietta see
plenty of ledskins ~o over lat way and len she
comee and tellee M1sler Wild. Len ley go velly
muchee quickee. Me takee care of um plisoner,
but me havee lillee fun with him and he gittee
a way. Len another ledskin comee and ley havee
big fightee with knives. Both die. Velly stlange."
"I should say it was very strange/ declared
the captain shaking his head. "If I ctidn't know
you pretty well, Hop, I should think you were
telling a ghost story."
"Me no tellee lie," declared Hop.
•
"Well, I will believe you, anyhow. But come
on. We will go and try and find out what YoUD,g
Wild West means to do."
"Allee light," Hop answered1 and then he rode
rather proudly at the head or the line with the
captain, as they followed the trail of Wild and
Arietta.
They kept on their way without seeing our hero
or his sweetheart for quite a long distance. Then
the sounds of -firing came to their ears, and the
troopers knew that something was up. ·
"Forward, boys!" called out Captain Bill, his
eyes flashing with determination. "There are not

many of us, I know, but we are going to ride
through. Come on, my brave boys!"
"Hip, hit hooiay!" shouted Hop, his pigtail waving in the air behind him as his horse bounded
forward to keep up with the brave troopers.

CHAPTER IX.-Arietta and the Apache Ambush.
Wild and Arietta rode along for nearly an hour
before they again came in sight of the moving
band of redskins. If the country had been more
level they would have got an occasional glimpse
of them, but it just happened that there was always some kind of an elevation lying between.
When the boy and girl did come in sight of the
Apaches they found they had halted very near
the mouth of what they took to be a ravine. They
were not more than a quarter of a mile distant
from them at the time, and quickly dismounting,
Wild said:
"Now, then, Et, I reckon we will have to find
out what the Apaches are up to. Just why they
are halting there I can't quite understand. They
certainly don't act as if they are going into
camp."
"Probably they are going to lie in ambush for
us, Wild," suggested Arietta.
"Well, I hardly think that can be, since they
are not aware that we have been following them.
I am certain of that."
"Well, you can see they are gathering themselves in a long line behind the rocks and bushes.
See how close they are moving up to the ravine,
too. Hello! there go the squaws. See; they are
getting out of the way, as though they expected
there was going to be a fight. Wild, can it be
that the Indians are expecting the troopers to
come through that ravine?"
"By Jingo!" exclaimed the young deadshot, giving a nod and looking at his sweetheart with admiration. "I'll bet you are right, Et. Probably
Red Hawk has discovered that Troop H that is
expected at the fort is on the way there, and
that the men will come through the ravine. No
doubt he has sent out . scouts and received a report to that effect."
"That is about the size of it," and the girl
acted ·a s thought she was well satisfied that she
had guessed the truth of the matter.
The boy cast a searching look around. He
lmew quite well that if the troopers did ride from
the mouth of the ravine they would surely be
mowed down by the bullets from the hiding
Apaches. The thing to do, then, was to warn
them of their danger.
•
"Et," said he, we must ride around and intercept the troopers if they really are coming this
way. Come on. We have no time to lose."
. "All right, Wild," the girl answered, and without assistance, she quickly mounted her horse.
Turning to a big patch of woods that lay on
the high ground to the left the two rode on and
had soon passed the spot where the squaws had
gathered with their papooses. The sun was now
above the range to the east, though it was still
quite early in the morning. The boy and girl
were satisfied that it was surely an ambush when
they passed close to the group of squaws, for theJ'
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saw that they were making no effort to put up
the tepees that belonged to the band. They were
simply waiting, in fact, for something to take
place so they might go on again. As they got
past them the two riders came to a spot where
. tw'o chances afforded them to ascend the rise and
reach the level that ran along the edge of the
ravine. They were in a hurry, and as there was
no telling for sure which way would be the shortest, Wild turned to his sweetheart anc'.. said :
"Et, you go to the left and I will go to the
right. Keep ri,ght on as _close to the ravine as
you can get. If you see the troopers coming you
will know what to do."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, and without any hesitation she started in the direction
indicated by her lover.
It happened that Arietta was going in the right
direction, while Wild found that he had made a
mistake after he had travelled about a quarter of
·a mile. The girl ~merged from a patch of woods
within two or three minutes after she parted
with our hero, and then, dismounting, she made
her way to the edge of the high bank that looked
down into the ravine below. It happened that
Arietta had reached the spot where the ravine
was shut off by the steep bank · of rocky soil.
When she saw this she shook her head, for she
knew it was impossible jor any one to come
through that way. There was but one entrance
to the place, which was really nothing more than
a little valley. But when she turned and looked
the other way and saw the camp of the troopers,
she gave a violent start. Preparations were being made to move. She could tell that at a glance.
"Now I know what the Indians are waiting
for," she thought, as her eyes fl.ashed with_ determination. "They have got the troopers m a
trap, but it seems to me that they are not aware
that they are in a trap 'and are going to ride out
· to meet the galling fire that will be sent at them
the instant they show themselves. Well, I guess
the Apaches ambush will be a failur e, for I will
soon spoil it."
Leaving her horse among the trees, the girl
started swiftly along the bank on foot. It took
her but half a minute to reach a spot that almost.
o'verlooked the camp below. Catching bold of the
limb of a tree that projected somewhat over the
bank, she waved her hat with her left band and
called out:.
"Hello!"
It was not very loud that she called, for she
did not want to be heard by the waiting Apaches.
There was quite a little confusion among the
troopers, since they were saddling their horses
ready to resume their way to the fort, but one of
them happened to look up and see the girl. Then
it was but two or three seconds before all eyes
were turned upon her, •and a silence came over
the camp.
"Don't leave the spot at the peril of your lives!"
called out the brave girl. "A band of two or three
hundred treacherous Apaches are lying in ambush
to shoot you down as you go out."
The thrilling word of Arietta reached the ears
of every man below. Then the captain of the
troop made his way to a big rock that was directly beneath her and said:
"Who are you, young lady?"
"I am Arietta Murdock," she answered,lquickly.
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"I am with Young Wild West. He is but a short
distance from here. We came to warn you of the
danger that threatens you, and I ha ppened to get
here first."
"Oh!" and the captain gave a start. "I can't
thank you the way I should just now, Miss Murdock, _but I assure you that we will act strictly
upon your advice."
"Keep your eyes on the outlet of the trap yo11
are in," said the girl. "I will go and find Wild,
and then he wil..l"soon find a way to rout the redskins."
'•Thank you," and the captain nodded.
Satisfied tjlat she had succeeded in baffling the
treacherous redskins, Arietta went back to h" ·
horse. She ha d h urely got there when she hear l
hoofbeats. That it was Wild who was coming ~'. ~
felt quite sure. She was right, too, for the nc ·;
minute the young deadshot came in view, his
horse at a walk.
"It's all right, Wild," Arietta cried, joyfully, as
she waved her hand to him. "The trooper s ar e in
a · trap. The ravine is a blind one, and th ere is
only one way to get out ·and that by the way they
came in. It must have been in the dark when
they came here or they would never have camped
in such a place."
Wild was ag1·eeably surprised to hear the girl
make this statement.
"I reckon you took the right direction, Et," he
said. "I soon got all tangled up amon ~ the bushes
and rocks, and I had quite a time of it working
my way over here. But it's all right since yoi:;
have found the troopers."
.
"You had better go and have a talk with them,
Wild," suggested the girl.
.
"I certainly mean to do that. Come on." ·
The two led their horses along to the spot
where Arietta had succeeded in attracting the attention of the men below, and then it was not
more than a second or two before Wild let them
see him. The captain anrl. several others came as
close under .him as they could get. Many of them
recognized the boy, for they had met him befor e.
Wild was not long in telling them just what the
situation was.
"The only thing for you to dq," he -added, "is
to remain right here and keep a watch; The
Apaches are very patient scoundrels, as you know.
They may think it strange that you don't ride out
right aw.a y, but that will not hinder them from
waiting. They would wait all day for• that matter. While they are lying there in their ambush
we will ride back to the fort and fetch out all
the men there are there and attack the redskins
from the rear. The moment you hear the firing
going on you will know what to do."
"Oh, yes, Young Wild West," the captain answered. "We will make a charge at once."
After a little further talk, Wild left them.
"Come on," said he to his sweetheart. "We
must get back: to the fort as quickly as possible."
They chose the way Arietta had come •to get
back, and as they knew they were very close to
the waiting Apaches they made their horses go
at a walk. But as careful as they were. one of the
redskins who had been sent out to scout around
and get some knowledge of what the cavalrymen
were doing, happened to spy them. He dodged
behind a tree, quickly, and then opened fire on
them with his rifle. When he had fired two shots.
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Wild a,id Arietta got behind the shelter of a rock. th,s fo,ng 1,; over with, Captain Bill," the young
They knew they were in for it now, but the young · deadshot answered, in his cool and easy way.
lleadshot meant to pause long enough to settle "Troop H, of the Ninth Colorado, are back there
account!' with the fellow who had spied them. He in a trap. Old Red Hawk and his entire force
Jid not have long to wait, for presently he saw Have been waiting for them to come out through
the Ind ian peeping from behind the tree, his rifle the mouth of a ravine, so they could mow them
p-ointecl toward the rock. Wild's Winchester flew down in a hurry. But Arietta happened to dist,o his shoulder in a twinkling. Taking a quick cover the ambush and ,:he was fortunate enough
aim, he pulied the trigger. Crang! The brave to find the trapped troopers and let them know
uttered bis death cry and staggered back and of their danger. I joined her shortly after that
dropped to the ,ground. By this time yells could and had a talk with the captain. We then started
be heard from almost every direction. The squaws to try and make the fort, but we were discovered
and children were setting up a din that was deaf- and that is what started the rumpus back there.
ening, while the braves were shoutinf,!' their war- I know there is one Apache less, but that's all I
cries.
could swear to just now."
•
"We're going ·to have a hard time of it, Et,"
It did not take long for Wild and Arietta to
said the young deadshot, pressing his lips tightly explain the situation just as it was.
together. "You keep on my right and be ready
"Well," said Captain Bill, looking at the young
to shoot every time you see an Indian."
deadshct, questioningly, "just tell us what to do
"Don't fear for me, Wild," the girl answered, and you can bet that we will do it, Young Wild
bravely. "I am not a bit afraid. I will do my West. We are ready to go through fire, blood
duty."
and brimstone.. Isn't that right, boys?"
Away the two rode, taking a course that would
"You bet! you bet!" came the response from
lead them to the ri,ght of the waiting Indians. the dashing cavalrymen.
Unless some of the Apaches should prove to be
"Me allee sai:nee Jeddy, too, so be, Misler Wild,"
very good marksmen, Wild knew quite well that Hop spoke up, as he rode over to where our hero
they would be able to get away. It would take and his sweetheart were sitting in the saddle. "Me
the Apaches some time to get their horses, and allee samee velly smartee Chi nee, so be."
that meant that the two would have a verv good
Wild cast a searchi'iig glance around and found
lead. As they rode along they heard a volley that
the prisoner Hop had been in charge of was
fired, and then they knew that the troopers must
not to be seen.
have be engaging the redskins.
"Where is the redskin we left with you, Hop?"
"I hope they are not foolish enough to ride
he asked, sharply.
out, Wild," Arietta said, anxiously.
"He allee samee dead, l\'.Iisler Wild."
"Oh, no; they won't do that, Et," was the re"Is that so?" and the boy looked at Captain
ply. "The chances are they have advanced as far
,is they thought wise and have sent a volley into Bill, questioningly.
"Oh, it happened before we found Hop," the
the ranks of the redskins."
He was satisfied that this was the case, since officer quickly answered, taking the glance for a
only . a few straggling shots could be heard, and question. "It is a wonderful story that Hop tells
then all became still, save the yelling of those about the death of the Apache, too."
who had started in pursuit. Though Wild's plans
"How about it,· Hop. Hurry up and tell me.
were spoiled somewhat, he meant to bring back We haven't much time to lose, you know."
the men from the fort and attack the Apaches
The clever Chinee quickly related in his own
even if they now were ready to fight. But it was peculiar way of how another Apache had come
not very far that our hero and his sweetheart up, after Swift Hand managed to get away from
rode before they were agreeably surprised by see- him, and of the duel that followed.
ing a band of troopers approaching. A second
"A pretty strange story, isn't it, Wild?" Capglance showed them that Hop was riding with tain
Bill asked, as though he was incredulous
them.
·
about it.
"I{urrah!" exclaimed Wild, waving his hat.
"Well, you can bet that Hop is telling the
"Now, then, I reckon we will make it warm for
the Apaches. Et, it was a great thing when you truth, captain," was the reply. "Anyhow, it's all
found the troopers and warned them of the right. The redskin is dead, and you can bet on it.
After we get through with what we have on
danger that threatened them."
hand
will stop there and see about it. If the
"Well, it was by acting on your a.livice that I bodieswe
are there you will be compelled to believe
did so, Wild, so the credit belongs to you, I Hop's story."
should say."
"Oh, if you say it is tr;e I will believe it, any"No," and the boy shook his bead, "you are en- how.
I don't want to doubt him, you know."
titled to the credit of discovering- the ambush,
"Come on," said Wild. "We must get back
so let i.t go at that."
and wipe out Red Hawk and his band. The
The approaching troopers were nearly a mile there
quicker this happens the better it will be. If we
away when they first saw them, but did not take wait
much longer they will have the chance to
long to meet them.
make preparations, for they certainly must know
"Hello, Wild!" Captain Bill called out, as he that I would head for the fort for help."
rode up, his face beaming with satisfaction at
Two minutes later the cavalrymen were riding
seeing the two safe and sound. "What is the toward the spot where Arietta had discovered the
matter back there?"
ambush, our hero and his sweetheart going with
"Well, there is going to be some fun before them, of course.
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CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
Young Wild West knew that it was hardly likely that the Apaches would withdraw from their
position. They must certainly feel that they had
the trapped troopers at their mercy, so they would
take care to remain there and keep them from
coming out of the ravine. As he rode along at the
side of Captain Bill he thought the matter over
and was not long in conun.g to a decision as to
the best thing to do.
. "Captain," .said he, "we will ride as close to
the'm as we dare without getting into an open conflict, and then go into camp. We want to get in
a place that's pretty well sheltered, of course.
Then, if we are attacked we can pick them off
as fast as they come. If they get coming too
strong I will get Hop to send up a signal to call
the troopers out of the ravine. It will be a general fight then, of course, so we will have to stand
the gafl', that's all."
They did not go very much further before two
or three shots rang out, which showed. that those
of the braves who had followed Wild had been
watching them, and were now s4ootinJl' at them as
they retreated.
"Don't fire a shot unless you see your mark
boys," advised the young deadshot, in his coo!
and easy way. "There is no use wasting powder
and lead."
The farty rode along almost within easy rifle
shot o the hiding band of Apaches. Several
shots were fired, but the bullets went wide of the
mark, and finally our hero saw just the spot he
thought would be the one to camp at. It was
in a little hollow not more than a hundred yards
from the moutlvof the ravine, and possibly twice
that distance from the long ridge of bushes and
rocks behind which the entire force of Red Hawk's
war.riors were concealed. At one side of the hollow and almost half way around to the other
was a steep bank.
"I reckon this place will be all right," the boy
said. "Order your men to dismount, Captain Bill."
This was promptly done, and as no shots were
being fired, just then, a couple of the men proceeded to gather fagots to start a fire with. They
had come away without their breakfasts, and one
of them declar ed that they would like to have some
coffee. They had brought rations with them, since
they knew not how soon they might get back to
the fort, so there was nothing ,to hinder them
in going ahead and having their breakfast. The
fire had just been started when a savage yell
sounded from behind the rocks and bushes, almost
opposite the camp. All eyes were instantly turned
that way, and then, much to the surprise of our
hero and his companions, a trooper came galloping from the mouth of the trap, making directly
toward them.
"A bad move!" declared ·Wild, shaking his head.
Crangl crang! crangl Three rifle shots sounded from the rocks opposite them. The approaching cavalryman threw up one hand and then
pitched forward to the neck of his horse.
"They have hit him I" cried the young deadshct, his eyes fl.ashing. "I reckon I will try and
save him."
The boy was upon ,the back of the sorrel stal-

lion before those around him hardly lmew what
his intentions were, and the next instant he was
galloping straight out ~cross the open space to
meet the wounded horseman. Arietta had started
to lend her assistance when she saw the men were ·
trying to get some coffee made, and she did not
know of Wild's sudden departure. The boy rode
right on, and when several shots were fired without hitting him, the waiting cavalrymen held their
breath. The boy quickly met the galloping horse,
and, swinging around, he caught the rider about
the waist and lifted him astride the sorrel .before him.
"I am not hurt yery much," gasped the trooper,
faintly. "I got it in the shoulder, I guess."
"Keep up your nerve," replied the boy, and then
he urged the sorrel forward.
This daring move on the part of the boy must
have angered the redskins so much that they
could no longer restrain themselves, for, yelling
like so many demons, some of them now came
riding into the open. Wild h,eld fast to the wounded trooper and rode like the wind for the camp.
Arietta, who was making coffee for the soldiers,
looked up and .saw him pointing behind him. The
A:r_iaches were coming! The bullets were flying
thick and fast nowh~~~ since they were able to
en began firing also. The
see the foe the cava
foremost of the Apache riders went down in a
jiffy, and then others riding back and forth, firing as they hid themselves behind the bodies o:f
their horses. Wild rode into the camp and then
the wounded trapper was quickly taken care of by
willing hands. He had volunteered to ride to
Young Wild West for orders, so he said:
"Now then," said the young deadshot, "keep up
the firing, but don't waste a shot."
The whole force had ,got well back against the
bank now, and were screening themselves behind
the rocks. Arietta, of course, had given up her
task of making the coffee, though. she had carried
the pot to a sheltered place before it was half
boiled. Five minutes passed. Then about a hundred of the redskins were seen riding around to
the left, as though to attack the camp 'from its
most exposed· side.
"Hop," said Wild, approaching the China:rr.an,
who seemed to be waiting for orders, "just send
up a rocket. I reckon it is about time the trapped
troopers came out."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop q11.ickly
drew an oblong package from his pocket.
It was a home-make rocket, but just as useful
as though it had been manufactured by an e:i.pert.
The clever Chinee fastened it to a twig so it pointed upward, then touched a match to the piece.
There was a sharp hiss, and then a streak of
flame shot up toward the sky. So well l1ad H o11
aimed it that it dropped right into the ravin e.
"I reckon they'll know what that me.ims," said
our hero, coolly.
It seemed that they did, for scarcelv a minute
elapsed when a bugle sounded and then, riding
four abreast, the troopers came galloping out o:t
their trap. More than half of the Indians were
still lying in waiting for them, but their appearance must have been rather unexpected, for
the troopers got turned sharply to the left before a volley was fired. The aim of the Apaches
must have been );)acl, f:r cnly C!1!c m:m ,1,1~ hit
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and that but a flesh wound in his arm. Then the
Captain B;ll and his men now proceeded to
shooting became fierce. The men in charge of have their breakfast, for they thought it would
Young Wild West went out in a veri:able storm be just as well to have it there as to wait until
of leaden haili while those of Troop H were . they go back to the fort. They would certainly
making their carbines work with telling effect. get no more if they waited. When this was over
It was no longer an ambush. The Apaches be- with the prisoners were placeq in line and the
ing divided into two parties now seemed at a march to the fort began.
loss as to what they should do.
"Mislcr Wild," mid Hop, as they rode along,
"Hurrah!" shouted Wild, to cheer the fighting "me wantee show you um two ledskins ·what
troopers on. "Give them fits, boys! Now is the fightee um duel."
time to make a charge!"
"All right, Hop," was the reply. "I know you
He sprang for his horse and was in the saddle told the truth, but I should like to have Captain
in a twinkling, and Captain Bill, ready to face Bill see them."
death, called upon his men to follow. Theri out
When the spot was finally reached a halt wasfrom,. the camp they rode - toward the · Indians. made. Wild related the story Hop had told about
The bugle sounded from Troop H, and they start- the duel, and every one seemed to be wondering
ed across the open at the same time. For fully as to what had been the trouble between the two
ten minutes the terrific firing kept up, and then Apaches. Strange to say, Bear Tail chose to
the troopers met and found themselves victors. in give an explanation to it. When he said that
the fight. The ground was strewn with dead the two redskins were rivals for the hand of his
Indians and horses, but many of them had es- daughter it was all quite plain to every one.
caped. As Wild was trying to look around Shining Water, the young squaw, who was now
through the smoke, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim with'.lut a lover, was permitted to view what was
Dart suddenly approached, each of them leading left :if the rivals. She knelt over the body of
a prisoner.
Black Dog and touched his forehead tenderly with
"Hooray, Wild!" the scout shouted. "I've got her hand, and then turned away with downcast
one chief, an' Jim's .got ther other. I reckon eyes.
"Poor girl," said Arietta, noticing the movether sneakin' coyotes thought there was about a
hundred of us when we come up from behind. ments of the squaw. "I feel sorry for her, Wild.
But there was only two, an' we sartinly did do She must have loved the Indian." .
some tall work. This galoot is Red Hawk, an'
"Well, it can't be helped, Et," was the reply.
.Tim has got another one. I don't know what his "There is no use in worrying over such things."
name is, nor I don't ca1·e. But we happened ter
But Arietta felt so keenly for Shining Water
catch 'em jest as they was arguin' as ter how that she made it her business to ride along with
they had better run ther fight. There's a lot her and console her as best she could. It was
of redskins back there with ther squaws what's little that the squaw would have to say, but by
chucked away their guns. They surrendered ter the time they reached the fort she showed that
me an' Jim. ·whoopee! whoopee!"
she felt very grateful to the pretty paleface
Charlie's yell was the signal for a gene1·al maiden 'for her conforting words. Colonel Belmai:
cheer, and as the smoke died away the face of could hardly believe his senses when he found that
every man in the crowd showed naught but ex- Red Hawk's band had been thoroughly routed and
treme delight. It took some little time to get that l)Ver two hundred prisoners had been brought
things arranged, but when the troopers finally to the fort. But there were the Indians right berode np and demanded the surrender of the re- fore his own eyes, and after he had listened to
maining Ap-aches they all threw up their hands. the reports of the officers in charge, and heard
Not a man had been killed in the fight, and this Young Wild. West's statement of _the affair he
seemed marvellous. Several were wounded, some was so exultant as to forget himself and break
of them quite badly, but not so that they would into a cheer. This was something unusual for the
colonel, since he had always been a very stern
not recover.
"Well, Captain Bill," said Wild, when it was commander.
Young Wild West and his friends joined in
all over, "I reckon Colonel Belmar need not fear
that Fort Grant will be attacked by the Apaches having a jolly time of it at the fort the rest
now. Red Hawk has met with all his last defeat, of the day, and the following morning they took
I think, too. If he is ever allowed to go at large their departu1·e, well satisfied with the way things
again those who are responsible for it should be had turned out. Through Arietta's discovery of
wiped out by him. That's all I have got to say the Apache ambush, the trapped troopers had
been saved, so this ends our story.
about that."
"What's ther matter with hangin' ther measly
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
coyote right now?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as
WEST AND THE COW GIRL QUEEN; or,
he took hold of his lariat and came forward.
"That won't do, Charlie," protested Captain THE CLEAN-UP AT RANCH FORTY."
Bill, who really feared that the scout would make
good his threat.
"Well, that galoot is my prisoner, I reckon,"
"There is too much system in this school busiCharlie retorted, sharply.
"No,; r.ow, Ch~rlie," spoke up our hero. "You ness I" growled Tommy. "Just because I snickturn him over to Captain Bill. Red Hawk is ered a little, the monitor turned me over to the
now a prisoner of wa1·, and the United States principal, and the principal turned me over to
government is in charge of him. You have noth- paw!" "\Vas that all?" "No; paw turned me
over his knee!"
ing to say, so just quiet down._"
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CURRENT NEWS
ENGINEERS EXPLORING LOWER
UNGUARDED CONVICTS PALLBEARERS
FOR WARDEN
CALJ.E.ORNIA
After acting as pallbearers for Warden MorFor the purpose of exploring and making an
decai S. Plummer, in Upper Marlboro, Md., six investigation of the possible resources of the inprisoners returned to the New Castle County terior part of the Peninsula of Lower California,
workhouse unguarded.
two engineers, representing the Mexican GovernThe men made the trip to and from Wilming- ment, were sent into the little-known wilds sevton, Del., without a guard. On their arrival here eral months ago. A long stretch of merchantable
they entered an automobile and were taken back · timber covering the sides of the mountains that
to the institution without incident.
The men extend through the interior of the lower part of
are serving terms of from on!! year to life im- the peninsula has been discovered. While it has
prisonment.
long been known to a few daring explorei:s that
the inter ior of the peninsula, especially from its
southern extremity to the northward for more
ARCTIC OWLS MOVE SOUTHWARD
than 200 miles, is not the desolate waste that it is
The Puget Sound region has for the first time commonly pic'iured, no general knowledge was had
in twenty-five years been invaded by the great that commercial forests and running streams cf
Snowy Owl of the Arctic, says the Scient-ific pure water were to be ;found there.
American. This owl lives on small mammals that
It was stated by tl!e two Government engineers
have been driven south by excessively severe that they found valleys of large areas, bordened
weather, and it may have followed them into the by forests. of giant trees of different varieties, and
United States in search of food; the bloodstained that here and there in the valleys were villages
feathers and fur of its prey may be seen in every of Indians who lived in primitive ignorance of the
part of the region. These giant owls, sometimes outside world. These Indians, the explorers said,
measuring six feet across the spread of the wings, were of a lower scale of humanity than any of the
other known tribes of Mexico,
·
have been known to attack a man.

IF LOOK! LOOK! -..;
A CASH PRIZE LIMERICK CONTEST
NOW RUNNING IN

MOVING PICTURE STORIES
GET A COPY AND READ THE CONDITIONS
HIS snappy little fan magazine is giving away prizes in the form of
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER I.-( Continued).
The doctor's prediction came true. In a few
days Tom was able to get out again. His meals
were brought to him by his father. He did not
once see his step-mother in that time. But one
day, after he was able to get out again, he saw
his father come up the walk to the house. Jim
Arnold with white face spoke to him:
"Tom," he said, "I want to have a talk with
you."
With a strange feeling about his heart Tom
Arnold listened quietly to what his parent said
to him. There was chiding for his irritating his
step-mother. Dully, Tom listened. He somehow
felt that his father's love for him was dead. He
was lonely in his heart. He longed to fly away
and forget all that had happened.
Then there was a proposition by his father that
he should leave school and take a job to work in
the machine shop. Tom made little reply. He
waited until after his father had gone.
His mind was made up.
He was going to start out in life for ·h imself.
•
He was determined to go it alone.
He would not ask his unnatural father for help
or any sort of backing. He believed that he could
do for himself. Coupled with a strong courage
there was a spirit of self-reliance that would not
suffer defeat.
So he acted. Tom had no idea of subjecting
himself to any chance of defeat of his plans. He
was hardly of age yet, and there was a possibilily that his father might object to his purpose.
So he waited his chance, and after packing up
a few effects in a bag he managed to slip out tho
back way and was soon in the village street. He
walked briskJy · down the street and had reached
a cornor a few blocks away when he ran into a
number of his schoolmates.
There was big Jim Pingree, the school bully,
and Jed Harley, his chum. The other boys were
not of the same antagonistic spirit toward him as·
these two. Tom remembered the occasion when
he had been set upon by Pingree as a new boy at
school. He had fought with him over twenty
rounds in a pitched battle and had whipped him.
Pingree had never forgotten this, and was his
bitter enemy. He was only waiting a chance as
Tom well knew to get back at him.
Now Mrs. Arnold, second, had a son by a previous marriage. His name was William ~cott,
and he was several years older than Tom. Scott
had been a bad boy and was just about to emerge
from a school for refractory lads.
This was one reason possibly why Mrs. Arnold
had never liked Tom. She of course had a

mother's loyalty for her own son and felt' always
that he was in poor contrast to Tom Arnold. In
any event, Tom was positive that she meant to
bring Scott home and to give him a start.
That was one other reason why Tom knew
that it was best for him to start out for himself.
He was sure that he would never get along with
Scott.. He ha d never seen him and knew nothing
about him except t hat he was a thief and a
scamp.
Now therefore as Tom appeared before the
boys Jim Pingree's face lit up, a nd he yelled:
"Oh, say, fellows, here is Arnold. I guess he
got something from his mother that time, eh? I
say, Arnold, how is your head?"
There was a laugh of derision from the others.
Tom's face flushed hotly and he glared at his foe.
He clenched his hands.
But he checked an impulse to walk up to the
bully and give him a crack in the jaw. Instead
he made no reply, but started across the street.
After all, ,w hy should he heed these three chaps
whom he hoped he never would see again? The
world was wide and he would soon be in the
midst of it, and those who hated him in Cadiz
would not see him again.
So he could afford to ignore them.
He, however, felt his blood tingle as their insulting remarks floated after him. Tom reached
the opposite side of the street, when suddenly a
missile hit him in the back. It was a piece of
brick and nearly sent him down onto his face.
.
The pain was great for a moment.
He could not stand that. Dropping his bag, he
turned and leaped back across the street. There
were his tormentors grinntng like apes, and the
bully, Pingree, yefled:
"Oh, say, fellers, he is going to eat us up. I
wonder if he can do it? Stand by, and we will
give him another jolt." '
Tom was red. He had not a particle of fear in
his make up, and he would not turn back now
from ten times that number . He fixed his gaze
on his enemy Pingree.
Tom sailed for him like a streak. Pingree
started back, for he was a coward and had no desire to try conclusions with Tom Arnold. He
yelled to his compatriots to join him.
But, as is often the case, there was no desire
on their part to get into a mixup, and he was ,not
given assistance, though they all yelled to him
with encouragement.
"Stand up to him, Pingree! You can lick him I
Give it to him I This is your chance."
Pingree turned pale. He had no relish for
what was coming to him.
Tom made straight for Pingree, who had
backed against the high board fence. The next
moment Tom was upon him like a tiger. He
caught him by the arm and yanked him into the
street and then smashed him in the jaw and
knocked him down. As fast as the bully would
get up Tom gave it to him.
The other boys hung back and did not go to the
assistance of their comrade. In fact, they were
afraid, though they were in numbers. They knew
that, though they might get the best of the plucky
boy, they would surely get some hard knocks.
,<

(To be continued.),
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
PARROT FISH CHEWS CUD LIKE A COW
There is a creature inhabiting the warm waters
of the Mediterranean which has a beak like. a
parrot, cheek pouches like those of a monkey and
chews its cud like a cow. · It is called the parrot
fish.
It browses on the weeds that flourish on the
sea floor of the Mediterranean. Its upper and
lower jaws have become hardened into a sharp
curved beak which is just the tool required for
lopping off tough seaweed. Each piece snipped
off by the beak is passed into one of the two curious pouches which adorn the cheeks, and. there
it remains until the parrot fish feels that it has
collected enough for a good meal. It then chews
the cud by means of the splendid set of teeth
which nature has placed not in its mouth but in
its throat.
SHORE GUN HITS MOVING TARGET 20
MILES OUT
Gunners at Fort Storey, Norfolk, Va., smashed
moving targets twenty miles at sea with shells
from fourteen and sixteen inch guns.
Twenty-two shells, each weighing 1,660 pounds,
were hurled 22,000 yards at targets being towed
by tug boats at sea. Airplanes observed the accuracy of the gunners, hovei:ing over the targets
;while they were being shot at. The biggest guns
, at Fort Storey were used for the first time in ,
long distance t.arget shooting. ~ome o! the guns,
mounted on railways, we1·e movmg while the tar~et shooting was in progress.
Four direct hits were made. These targets
,were smashed to bits.
There were eight other bits, and the results
were said to have exceeded the expectation of the
officers. Cold weather and rough seas added to
the difficulty of sighting.
FRENZIED MINING IN BERLIN SUBURB
Zossen, a Berlin subm·b at which the imperial
artillery range was formerly situated, has became the scene of frenzi,ed pilgrimages, resemb·
ling in their methods of procedure the California
~old rush.
The lessee of the land has permitted all interested to dig up and sell such old shell fragments
as may be unearthed, imposing the sole condition
that he assumed no responsibility for injuries or
accidents.
Explosions, as a matter of fact, are frequent,
and scarcely a day passes without casualties.
Many of the pick wielders have found to their
s61Tow that they were hacking at a healthy hand
ii:renade; but in spite of their experiences hun•
dreds of pooi· men and women swarm to the place
in search of fragments of brass, lead, copper and
iron which are saleable on the spot. One prospector is said to have made 70,000 marks with his
pick in a few houl'S.
BORN WITH NO LEGS
Natural handicaps are no obstacle to many
people. A shining example is that of B. A. Jones
of Burlington, Mo., who, born without legs, hal:'

driven a rural mail delivery route out of that
town for twenty years and never complained.
Jones's route was a standard-length one of 25.5
miles out of Burlington, and since 1901, when he
was appointed, he has m issed only four days from
the job, and those because of illness.
.
So interested .were Post-office Department officials, who only recently had his case called to
their attention, that Assistant Postmaster General
Billany wrote him a letter of congratulation for
his eff.cient service "performed in spite of a physical defect that well might have discouraged a
person of less fortunate temperament, and with
less determination to succeed in life." Before becoming a letter carrier Jones was a farmer.
"It seems to me," Mr. Billany wrote to Mr.
Jones, "that your success may be not only interesting to· all carriers, but an in spiration to any
one who may feel that he is laboring under unu sual or insuperable difficulties and an -encouragement to them to press on in the performance of
duties which choice 01· circumstances may require
of him."
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A Red Trail
By ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG
As I stood beside the body of poor Hugh Armsley as he lay cold in the icy embrace of the death
while beside him knelt his wife and a fair-haired
little girl, whom a cowardly assassirr's bullet had
made a widow and an orphan, I registe1·ed in my
own mind a solemn oath to avenge my comrade's
death by bringing his slayer to the gallows.
Hugh Armsley was a brother detective here in
t he city of New York, and years of fellowship
and association in the detective business had begot a firm friendship between us.
Hugh and l had been for some time on the trail
of Dan Sibley, a most skillful counterfeiter and
the one time confederate of the notorious firm of
"Doyle & Brockway," the counterfeiters of U. S.
bonds, of whom everybody knows.
Hugh, single-handed and alone, had attempted
the capture of the desperate Sibley in an all-night
drive in New York, but Sibley, who was known
to have spent many years in the wilds of the Far
West, was r emarkably quick on "the draw," and,
getting the drop an my detective "pard," he sent
a leaden messenger of death through his heart,
instantly killing one of the bravest and truest
men I ever knew.
Firm in my purpose and true to the oath I had
taken, I made the one grand and ever present object of my life to strike Dan Sibley's track. ·
At last I did strike his trail, and "a red trail"
it proved.
Three months after the assassination of Hugh
Armsley I knew to a positive certainty that "my
man" was in Nevada.
He had been spotted at Pioche, and also at Gold
Hill.
I was in Nevada immediately after receiving
the intelligence from Frank Daly, the great West- ·
ern railway ·detective, who had years before been
the associate of both myself and poor Hugh.
From Gold Hill I trailed Dan Sibley to the new
mining claim of Rader's canyon (new in 18-,
though old now).
The day after my arrival there I spotted my
man.
I ,saw him in a saloon called the "Wild Wilderness," and with him was a smooth-faced fellow
who bore the imprint of scoundrel upon every
lineament of his sneaking visage as plainly as
though the word had been indelibly stamped
there by the hand of fate.
The very day I "spotted" him in the "Wild
Wilderness" saloon I became convinced that he
and his smooth-:(aced associate were plotting S?me
crime.
Getting near the two, I caught these words
which were uttered by Sibley:
"To-night at ten, Damond."
"All right, I'll be there," was the answer of the
·
man whom Sibley had called Damond.
I had never seen ·Damond before, and of course
I was entirely unknown to him, and although I
was cleverly disguised, of course there was less
risk of detection in shadowing Damond, trusting
/

that such a course would enable me to learn more
of 'the business on foot between the villains.
I was not wrong iii this supposition and· that
night, after hours of close surveillanc~, my man
Damond led me to a cabin at the end of the gulch.
· The place was a dark and secluded pass, and
the cabin was built against the mountainside.
Damond entered the cabin.
I crept to the door.
Scarcely had I reached it, when an awful cry
of human agony burst upon the silence of the
lonely gulch, and then all was still.
Intuitively I fea1·ed murder had been done within that solitary cabin, and I was about to dash
forward and lend a helping hand to the poor imperiled one whose voice had reached my ears,
when the door was dashed open and Dan Sibley
and the man called Damond came out.
Between them they carried the body of a young
man, whose attire served at once to convince me
that he was a miner.
I sprang back unobserved into the shadow gf a
great boulder.
"Now, then, to make sure work with the body,
and then to secure the papers. This night's work,
if consummated properly, means a fortune for us
both," said Sibley.
He dropped the feet of the body, and his companion deposited the head and shoulders of their
victim upon the ground.
Then they drew their bowie knives, and started
toward the very boulder behind which I crouched.
It was a moment of suspense and peril. for me,
but my trusty revolver was in my hand.
Dan Sibley ·was a young but by no means bad
looking fellow, and his attire was fashionable
such as is worn only by the gamblers and "sports''
of the mines.
As he came toward me, closely followed by his
companion, I could not help thinking that nature
had been lavish in her favors with this icyhearted desperado.
They were al most upon me, and the glint of
the gleamipg blades clutched in their hands, reflected by t he light of the moon , fl ashed in my
eye, when suddenly from a thicket between two
trees at my side a young and beautiful_girl sprang
up.
I drew back out of sight as a cry burst from
the girl's lips. ,
The next moment Dan had clutched her h and
as she turned to flee, and his heavy hand fell
upon her shoulder.
The knife had fallen from his hand.
Damond, his companion, was concealed by the
thicket he had not yet passed.
"Miriam, you here!" exclaimed Sibley.
"Yes, I am here, Dan. Ohl have you killed
him?" gasped the girl.
"Yes!" hissed Sibley, "And now :i;. think I suJpect the truth. You meant to warn him-you
meant to thwart my plot and save his life."
"I did, I did I Oh, now I know that you are
worse even tlian I suspected. I am a lost and
wretched woman. Oh! why did I listen to your false vows of love; why did I leave my happy
home in Omaha to follow the fortunes of a
mur--"
"Hush, girl, or, by heavens, I strangle you!"
thundered Sibley,
Suddenly, but without a word, the gi1l t :rne4
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and flew away toward the camp, never once cast- but a few days before, had deposited a large sum
of money at the only bank in the place.
ing a glance behind her.
I was struck by the remarkable resemblance beThe assassins then raised the body of their vicand intuitim, and hurled him over the ledge, beyond which tween him and his would-be assassin,
the plot of
there was a fall of ten feet to the bed of a dry tively I suspected the real naturetheofvictim.
which he had almost been made
stream.
Eady that morning I was closeted with the
in
and
deposit,
of
"Now to get the certificate
•
he morning we will draw his gold from the bank bank officials.
Shortly after the opening of the bank my man,
and be off," said Sibley.
Dan Sibley, accompanied by Damond, entered it.
He dashed into the cabin and soon reappeared
I was standing in a corner near the door of the
:with a paper in his hand.
president's private office.
"I have it, I have it. At last George Darrell's
Under the window were a couple of trusty men
fortune is ours. Come, Damond, we'll now return to the camp. This has been the greatest who had been recommended to me by the bank
night's work I ever did, and I am well satisfied officials.
Sibley approached the cashier and presented the
with it," Sibley said.
of deposit he had stolen from George
certificate
In a moment they were gone.
Darrell's cabin.
Hastening to the edge of the cliff, over which
"I'd like to get the money on that, if you
they had thrown the body, I peered down into the ple~se," he said.
darkness, and then began to climb down to the
The cashier took the certificate and, looking up,
ed of the gulch.
asked:
a
for
listen
to
Reaching the bottom I paused
"Are yqu George Darrell?'!
moment.
"Yes, sir," was the bold answer of the assassin,
I stood motionless, and, to my ears there pres- who relied upon his resemblance to the man he
ently came a groan.
supposed he had murdered to carry out the deI knelt beside the body, and as well as I could ception.
in the semi-gloom examined him.
"That's a lie!" I cried, wheeling and facing
Suddenly a bright- light flashed in my face.
Dan Sibley.
It was the light from a dark lantern, and I
"You are the liar. Are you drunk or a fool
found myself confronted by four men in dark that you dispute my identity?" said Sibley, feelmasks, and four rifles were leveled at my heart. ing for his revolver, while his companio11 did the
It was a terrible surprise, but quick as the same.
lightning's flash I drew my revolver and covered
I never made a move to "pull."
the foremost of the band.
I had my plans laid in advance.
"Look behind you, Dan Sibley, and you, too, /
"'Vhen I count three, fire I" cried the fo1·emost
of the party, whose voice I recognized as that of Damond," I said, quietly. ·
The pair of villains wheeled about, and saw
Sibley.
"Hold!" I shouted. "Your men have the d1·op that the two men under the window, which was
on me, but if you pronounce the word three, you open, had quietly drawn a bead on them with their
rwill receive a bullet in your heart, although I revolvers, which rested on the window-sill.
"Trapped!" cried Sibley, and then, turning on
fall riddled with bullets, for I've got a 'dead bead'
·
me, he said:
on you, and I never miss my mark."
"In the fiend's name, who are you?"
"That's so!" exclaimed the tough.
"Waters, the detective; and I denounce you as
"Send your men away and retire with them. I
know now who you are, but if you are road the murderer of Hugh Armsley, of New York," I
ageJfts, as I suspect, let me assure you I have replied.
nothing worth robbing me of. I have just found
At the same moment the door of the bank
the dead body of a friend of mine, and I mean president's private office was dashed open, and
to bury him here at once, that his remains may George Darrell appear~d, as had been arranged
not be desecrated by the ravenous wolves," I went that he should.
I
"And I denounce you as my attempted mur0~
"All right, pard. Go on with your fune1·al. derer! Villain, impostor, demon! I am George
We won't trouble you if you are out of dust. Darrell!" cried the young miner.
Come along, boys," said Sibley.
As the words escaped his lips, Dan Sibley and
He and his gang turned away, and to himself Damond made a dash fol' the door.
I heard him mutter:
At the same time the two revolvers in the hands
"This is as I want it. With our victim buried of the men at the window rang out, and Damond
by one of his friends, the suspicion entertained fell, shot through the heart, while Sibley went
by Damond that life might not have been extinct down with a bullet in his leg.
I took Sibley back to New York, and he met his
amounts to nothing, but I'm not sorry we came
doom in the electric chair.
back when we met two of our confederates."
As for the girl whom I had seen at the cabin of
When the assassins were gone I set about the
Sibley's wife.
restoration of George Darrell.. He was soon re- Darrell, she proved to be
The rascal had induced her to run away with
stored ta consciousness. I then dressed his
wounds, which were not serious, and befol'e day him, but she was only too glad to return to her
I had him safely concealed in a cabin in the town. parents.
George Darrell took her home, and a year later
The young man was a successful miner from
California, and a new arrival at the camp who, she became his happy wife.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LABRADOR TO HA VE HERD OF REINDEER
Plans for the placing of 1,000 Norwegian reindeer in Labrador will be carried out by an American organization, says Frederick Lawrence, representative of the company and fellow of the
American Geological Society, who is proceeding
north to look over the territory for a suitable location for the herd.
Mr. Lawrence said that the reindeer would be
in charge of Lapland herders, who would instrust
the dwellers of Labr ador in the care of the animals not only for food purposes, but also for domestic work_.

ROCK

CARVINGS IN IDAHO MAY BE
30,000 YEARS OLD
Symbols and signs, believed to have been chis•
eled anywhere .from 400 to 30,000 years ago, have
been discovered on lava rocks in a remote section
of Owyhee county, Southwestern Idaho.
The inscriptions bear striking resemblance to
Chinese alphabet characters. The inscribed rocks
are in the vicinity of several caves which scientists will explore this summer. Two distinct types
of carvings, ideographic and pictographic, have
been noted.
Archaeologists believe the ideographic antedates
by many years the pictographic. Both examples
have been found on a single rock. Near by is
another roc1' with a possible third system, supposed to antedate both the others but which has
weathered beyond possibility of deciphering.
Indians say the more modern carvings are the
work of their forefather s. but assert the others
are the work of evil spirits. Resemblance of the
inscriptions to Chinese characters is taken by
some to substantiate the theory that the early
American Indians descended from shipwrecked
Chinese or came from a race which migrated from
Asia by way of Bering Strait.

-~-----~•--••LAUGHS
_ Teacher-Now who can tell me what political'
economy is? Mike (embryo Tammany statesman)-Gittin' the most votes for the least money.
A little boy having his music lesson was asked
by his teacher: "What are the pauses?" And
the quick response was : "Things tha t grow on
pussy cats."

FED BOOZE MASH TO HOGS
When a flying spuadron. of Federad Prohibition
"Little girls should be seen ' and not heard,
agents visited the farm ,o f Gilbert Durham in
the sparsely settled hills - north of Cair o, near Ethel." "I know, mamma.. But if I'm going to be
a lady when I grow UE_ I've got to begin practicDelta, Ill., they thought a wave of cholera had ing
talking some time, you know."
struck the vicinity, for hundreds of hogs were
stretched out in the pen s on their backs, accerd"You can't beat Jones for breaking it .gently."
. ing to the story told recently by the officers.
But when the animals were prodded they man- "What did he do?" "When Smith went hunting
aged to stagger to their feet and stumble away. in the Adirondacks, J ones went and told Mrs.
It then developed that Durham, hearing of the ac- Smith her husband was a dead game sport."
tivities of the officers, had f.ed hundreds of g allons
of whisky mash ready for distillation to his hogs.'
"How did you come by the black eye, Dolan?H
He was arrested. ·
asked Mr. Rafferty. "The boys resented it when
I called a strike." "Is. it a labor leader you are,
STUDENTS BURN DEITY'S IMAGE
then?" "No, I was umpirin' a ball game."
The Young Communists, obser ving the Russian
Christmas, launched their widely heralded "atAn inquisitive young gentleman in Odessa
tack upon heaven" in a grotesque carnival pro- Mo.,
met this advertisement in a. local paper;
cession that was a mockery of the world's great "Young
man, some woman dearly loves you.
religions.
you know who she is? Send ten cents to
The climax of the celebration came when the Would
students greefully tossed into the flames straw Occult Diviner. Address iJ.S below, and learn
and paper figures representing the deities of the her name.". He sent the money, · and received this
Christian, Mohammedan, Jewish and Bud dist re- answer: "You1· mother."
ligions.
Teacher-What is an average?
Flaring stars of red, burlesques of the Star of
HarryBethlehem, were borne aloft at the head of the pa- Something that you hit. Teacher-What's that
rade, followed by posters and banners upon which you say? Harry-Something that you hit, sir.
were daubed cartoons of deities and saints. Jeer- Teacher-What nonsense! Harry-Why, I heard
ing par odies of the splendid carols and chants of you say yourself yesterday that you had been
striking an average.
tlrn Russian Church we're sung.
·
-
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
850 MILLION RUBLES FOR GOOD WINTER
$5,000 APPLE TREE PUT IN WIRE CAGE
COAT
A ,wire cage has been constructed around the
· C. J. Frederickson, Y. M. C. A. wo1·ker, returned the other day from Russia, gives these "$5,000 apple tree" in the orchard of Lewis Mpod,
samples of the high cost of living in the land of a farmer living at Ferrell, in South Harrison
Township, Gloucester County, N. J. Mood rethe Soviets:
.
"Winter coat with astrakhan collar from 379 - cently sold a branch from this particular tree,
000,000 to 850,000,000 rubles, according to quai- producing an ,entirely new variety of apple, to
ity; fall overcoats, 260,000,000 to 770,000,000 l one of the big nursery firms of the country for
suits from 300,000,000 to 800,000. rubles; one pair what is said to be a record-brelJJing price fo1· this
·
trousers, 117,000,000 rubles; one suit of under- fruit.
wear, 70,000,000 rubles; one pair of socks, 25,The public will have to wait two years or more
000,000 rubles; felt hat, 22,000,000 rubles; fur before it can learn very much about the Mood
cap or hat from 40,000,000 rubles up; one collar, apple, as it is being guarded with the greatest
3,000,000 rubles; handkerchiefs, 25,000,000 rubles secrecy, indicated by the erection of the stout
a dozen; boots from 100,000,000 rubles up.
wire cage entirely around the tree. All that is
known so far js that it is ,a red apple of exceptional size and sweetness. There is no other apSTILL IN BARN BRINGS TROUBLE
When Lorin Hackett, a farmer of the central ple just like it in this country, so far as hortisection of South Dakota, selected his ba1"I1 as a cultural experts have been able to determine.
This new_variety will be subjected to the most
good place in which to oper ate a still for the
manufacture of moonshine liquor, he thought he exhaustive tests under various climatic and soil
was real "foxy" and that the authorities never conditions throughout the United States, for ,the
would be able to locate the still or discover that nursery :firm which has bought it is willing to
place it upon the market. Orchard science as aphe was engaged in the manufacture of liquor.
The other;, day the still exploded and set fire plied through top budding will make it possible
to his ba rn, which was reduced to a shes. One -to produce the new fruit in quantities large
of his most valuable horses was burned so badly enough for experimental purposes within a year
tha t it had to be shot. Incidentally the burning or two.
of the ba rn has brought a series of misfortunes
. The new apple is purely an accident of nature,
to Hackett . He had the barn insured, but owing being a freak from one of the ordinary orchard
to the fact that the fire had its origin in the ex- varieties. Mood noticed several years ago that
plosion of the still he will be u'Ilable to collect one of the brarlches of a particular tree in his
the insurance. In addition he has been arrested orchard wa'S l;learing an apple that was different
on the charge of manufacturing liquor and has both in color and flavor, from the fruit from other
been held for a court trial.
limbs on the same tree. He watched this apple
When the fire was discovered several neigh- carefully for season after season. He took off
bors went to the ·scene to aid Hackett in fighting some buds and started other trees. The big red
the flames. Some of these men saw the ruins of a Mood apples were in sue.ti demand among his cusliquor still ·in the debris of the burned barn. tomers that lfl,st season l1'e-. sold $75 worth of ap. Hackett refused to permit an investigation to be ples from the original tree alone.
made by the neighbors and a search warrant was
A representative of a nursery company learned
obtained. Then parts of a still, some mash and that the Jersey farmer had an apple that was attwo gallons of liquor were found. The arrest of tracting attention and he called to see Mood. "I
Hackett followed.
had thought of trying to put out this new apple
His loss will reach several thousand dollars and myself," said Mood in talking of his "find." "I
will be total because of the fact that the fire was put a price on the apple that I thought would
,f itarted by the explosion of the still, invalidating keep those fellows from pestering me about selling
his fire insurance pQlicies.
it. They got the head of their company here to
look over the apple and to see the tree. After
CAMERA CATCHES BULLETS IN FLIGHT several conferences we finally came to terms."
Just what these terms are are set forth in a
An actual photograph of a rifle bullet in flight,
traveling at a ;Speed of 8,000 feet a second, is now bill of sale and a surveyor's record of the exaet
possible by means of apparatus and methods con- location of the tree, wliich have been filed in the
ceived by Philip P. Quayle, assistant physicist of Gloucester County Clerk's office at Woodbury.
the Bureau of Standards, Department of Com- Even the particular branch of the tree is desigmerce. And what appears as even more remark- nated in this unusual record.
able, the timing of the photographic mechanism
According to the agreement on file, which is.
is so deftly arranged that the progress of the corroborated by Mood in pers011al conversation,
bullet is not impeded and the visual image of it he has received $1,000 in ca.sh and is to get $4,000
is free from obscuring by wires or other parts in "royalties" at the rate of 2 cents for each bud
of the operating device.
that is taken from the original branch or any
S. R. Winters, writing in a recent issue of trees developed from it. These buds will be
Practical Electrics, g~ves the following data on grafted upon other stock to produce trees of the
this achievement.
new variety.
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GOOD READING
SLIDE UNDER TRAIN ALIVE
Two boys, Michael Lynch, 10 years old, and
----Tony Pedestro, 12, coasting down the. western
slope of the first Watchung Mountain, Caldwell,
N. J., passed over the Erie . Railroad tracks be·i:ieath a fast-moving passenger train without inJury.
.
.
Several persons saw the sled bearing the y<:mngsters come out from beneath the train. The boys
later explained that they did not hear the train's
approach and that they had passed the safety
gate before they were aware of the danger.
ANOTHER GER.MAN PRODIGY
Germany has another memory prodigy in a 21year-old girl, who has mastered the arl of brain
control oyer muscle most completely. She sings a
German song, writes an English sentence with
her right hand, and a French sentence with her
left hand at the same time. Also writes a sentence in one language backwards, and another in
a different language in the regular way. She can
calculate with one hand and write· diction back-:
wards with the other. She can also begin a sentence at both ends and complete it in the middle,
using both hands. She does several other things
which really seem beyond the limit of. credulity.
- CLEARS $25,000 IN 5 SECONDS
The quick wit and prescience of one of the oldest floor traders on the New York Stock Exchange brought him recently an almost instantaneous profit of approximately $255,000 fn a
double transaction and the congratulations of fellow-members on the sudden Christmas pil"e he had
amassed for himself. The two transactions occupied not more than five seconds.
The profit was made in Pan-American Petroleum B stock, in which an over-night stock dividend of 20 per cent. had been unexpectedly announced. 'Fhere was a big crowd of -floor traders
about the Pan-American post ju·s t before the closing; and the broker who made the turn was on the
outskfrts of the crowd.
T-he instant the bell tapped he shouted to those
about him: "Bid 80 for 5,000 Pan-American
B." The proposition was accepted by a broker
who had 5,000 shares on his books to sell at 79.
In the meanwhile, on the other side of the crowd
the stock -was selling very much higher, and the
trader who l\ad bought the 5,000 shares sold out
at 85, by signaling across the ''crowd."
There was a spread opening from 80 to 86%,
the total at these figures being 20,000 shares, in
which the 5,000 shares handled by the veteran,
both his buying and selling transactions, were included.
Members of the Stock Exchange on the floor
termed the trade "lucky."
SWEEPINGS NET MILLIONS
Would you pay $4,000 fo1: the privilege of
cleaning a dirty floor? There's a man in New
York who made a profit Qf $5,000 by doing that
,-ery thing.
.

Some months ago a manufacturing jeweller on
Pearl street decided that twenty-five years waa
long enough for any sane man to work and ·at
once set about the business of retiring. Among
his assets was listed the privilege of sweeping the
floor of his _factory, and he called for bidders.
One o·f fered $1,000, which was refused with
open amusement; another bid $2,000 and was
turned down, and then a third, after carefully appraising the floor, ceiling and walls, concluded
to take a long chance and bid $4,000 First the bidder had the floor cleaned carefully.
Then a carpenter was called in. The floor boards
were taken up, and after the sweepings that had
piled up under them had been carefully collected
new boards were put down. The old boards were
planed off, and the shavings, together with the
sweepings and the dust from the ceiling and
walls, were burned.
Here stepped in the modern alchemist. The
ashes were turned over to him, and through a
secret process of his own he recovered enough
gold, silver and platinum to net the successful
bidder a cash profit of $5,000.
But modern alchemy does not stop at mere
sweepings. There are many other things, small
and apparently useless, that thrown into the retort are transmuted into precious metals. Even
the chamois skin blackened by its contact with
silver and gold i s not despised.
Cloths used for cleaning precious metals are
saved and burned when no longer usable and the
ashes sent to a refiner to be subjected to a recovery process. Even the water in which the metal •
workers washed their hands was saved. Poured
into barrels, it was allowed to settle and the sediment was taken out, dried and ,delivered to a refin ing company for processing.
If a man asks you in an indifferent tone if you
have any old gas mantles lying around, don't
think he is a harmless lunatic who is collecting
them in obedience to the mandates of a diseased
mind. He isn't. Each mantle has a tiny bit of
precious metal which may be recovered by assaying. There are .folks who are making money out
of the worn out gas mantles.
And the alchei:nist ! Is he long and spare, with
::,baggy gray han· and bespectacled eyes staring
mto the depths of a mysterious conglomeration
slowly changing form in the vessel before him?
Not at all. He is the typical .alert business man.
He has an up-to-date office downtown and his firm
r uns half a dozen smelte1·s and refineries, salvaging annually from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000
from wa-stage.
While the amounts recovered in individual casea
are not large, as a rule, running from $20 to $30
annually for manufacturing jewelers, the aggregate is a fairly 1·espectable su m.
But don't think that the business is confined
merely to dealers in precious metalf'.
The bookbinderies, too, are fruga l. H ere the
s~,m~ care is exercised_ to save all waste paper,
bmdmgs and covers wluch have a showing of gold.
These are submitted to the test of fire and the
a~hes tui·ned over to the alchemist for conversioa
}-llto gold.

PREE BOOK

Full of astounding £acta about crime
and crime detection that will amaze
Te II s ol thirteen
baffling cases solved by finger print
evidence. Send for a copy today.
and lntrlg;ue you.

•

••,ooo REW'ARD
For .the Capture of This Man

ONVICT 6138, escaped from the State Penitentiary;
Name, Charles Condray; Age, 37; Height, 5 ft. 8 In.
Wel1tht, 141 pounds: Hair, light brown; Eyes, irray.
Eaey enough to Identify him from his photog;raph and this
gcacriptlon, you may say-but, Condray took the name of
Brown", dyed his hair, darkened his skin, g;rew a mustache,
put on welg;ht and walked with a stoop
Yet, he was captured and Identified so positively that he
knew that thC game was up and returned to the penitentiary without extradition. How was It accomplished?
Easy enoug;h for the Finger Print Expe rt. They are the
apeclallsts, the lea ders, the cream of detectives . E v ery
day's paper tells their wonderful exploits in solving; mysterious crimes and conv ictin2" dangerous criminals.

C

More Trained Men Needed
The demand for trained men by governments, states, cities•

detective a"encies. corporations, and private bureaus is
becoming greater every day. Herc is a real opportunity tor
YOU. Can you Imagine a more fascinating line ofwork than
this? Often life and death depend upon finger print evidenc e
- and big rewards go to the expert. Many experts earn
replarly from $3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learll the secrets of this sclenc,e at home
In your spare time. Any man with common school education
and average ability can become a Fine;er Print Detective in
IQrprlslnirly short time.

Free Course in Secret Service·
For a limited time we are making a special offer of a Pro•
le..ional Fin11er Print Outfit, ab•olutely Free, and Fraa
Coura• in Secret Service lntelli11ence. Mastery of these
two kindred professions will open a brilliant career for you,
Don't fall to write for this special offer today, You may
never see this announcement again. You assume no obita-atlon - you have everything to gain and nothing to lose,
Write at once-address-

University of Applied Science
1920 Sunnyside Avenue

Dept. 1092

Chicago, Ulaolt

!UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIJIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllfllllll.lllllllllllllllllltlllllllllH

•

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Dept, 1092, Cbicago,llllnolt

Gentlemen :-Without an{ obligation. whatever, send me yout

~;:r
~i11 ~ iNii~Eat:iu!e f~s~g;:t ~:r;;~~gi:tilli~~~c:~1;:
Free Professional
Finger Print Outfit.

Nam• ·---Addrees.
ADte ____ _

HINDUS
BATHE

IN RIVER
WHERE

CORPSES
FLOAT

lriven for 1ellln2 only

_

30 packs of seeds

(veiretable or ftower, mention
which) at-10 cents larire pack, or fine

Watch, Chain, Signet
Ring and Pin-all four given
accordlnir to offer In our catalea-. Eas,1
Bl,: Money or Premluma. Get n,nple
lot today. Send no mon97. WE TRUST
YOU with • eeds until aold.

- AMERICAN SEED CO.
Box ~127

Lancaster, Pa.

HAVE A LIITLE FUN
l!'tn4 t•t tast
what
amo ua
character

read•

1ng experts say
about yonr character. Yon may
, 11:et some irood
ideas trom the

reading.

ONLY
A
DIME

SEND NO MONEY
For These
AUTOMATICS
$12.75
$25 MILITARY
MODEL -A. man's
gun, built for hard
service, .82 • cal. Shoots 10
quick shots hard and straight.
Blue steel, safety attachment.
No. 122. Reg. value
52o; NOW............
•
Also .25-cal,, 1'-Bhot, small ac•
curate, reliable, safety, b1ue

$12 75

~;fJ~sch$~t~o~f1.~~·: •.~~: :~: .. ... .

$10.75

All our guns shoot Standard American
Ammunltlon. All guns guaranteed new.

GET A LIFJII BEADING
For only ten cents we wil1 sfve you a
description of _yonr character{ lucky day&J
goo(!. and bad babtts, best en ted mate ana
a whole lot ot Ter.1 interesting points about
yourself. Bend a dime and your birth date to
Character Studlell, CG Weat 24th Street,
New York Ott,'

__,__ OLD MONEY WANTED - - -

,2 to '500 EACH paid tor hundreds ot Old
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old or
ldd money. Send 10 eta. tor New Ill's Coin
Value Book, 4x6. You may have valuable
tolns. Qet Posted. We pay cash.
CLARKE OOIN 00, ATe. lS, Le Roy, N. Y.

UNLUCKY?

'l'ben you need this
.lbstloSeroent, Hin·
du charm against evil

spirits. sickness, spells, and 83m•
bol ot a:ood luck 1n love, business.

games. HeaYY, weird and startlln1
Genuine 14• Karat gold shell, 6
year guarantee. Men and \Vomen
Secret "tormu1a for luck" freo
with ring. Semi measure (string
tied around llD&'er) Ahli F. Baba,
IIGX Ga, 116 Str., Sta. New York. Pa:, $2.27 to postman.

Order one ot these specials now.
Limited supply. Send cash oi; money order,_ or if you Prefer-SEND NO MONEY.
Pay Postman bn arrival, plus postage.
Examine merchandise carefully and it not
as represented just return It and get your
MONEY BACK.

REPUBLI0 ARMS 0ORP.
USO Na88au St.
Deot. 80.
New York

Of course I had
read about Benah:k but I should
t ·
the average
American of
healthy tastes
and decent impulses would be
content with a
fleeting glance --at
the sacred city,
for what goes on
at Benares revolts every modern idea, not only
of religion but of
sanitation a n d
even of common
sense.
How any people
can be called enlightened or even
h a 1 f - c i vilized,
w h o s e religion
teaches them to
p1·actice the
things for which
Benares is famous, I cannot
understand. For
they do bathe in
and drink the
water
of
the
Ganges, and that
is only the beginning of the disgusting, horrifying performance.
We saw it all
one morning
from
a
little
boat; we arrived
at 6.30 o'clock,
and by 9 we were
unable longer to
endure the sights,
they were so revolting. F i r s t
there were the
ablutions, which
were not merely
washing the body
outwardly, bu t
were accompanied
by gargling and
blowing of noses,
to the accompaniment of throwing
garlands of marigolds and jasmine into the
watei-. Past us
floated numerous
corpses.
As we watched,
th~ carcass of a
big sacred bull
,,floated by.

Pim Jes

:MOUN'l'ATN

:DEMOLISHED
TO IMPROVE
CITY
In order to permit the extension
of the City of Rio
de Janeiro
a
mountain hasbeen
cut down and the
debris
dumped
into the sea, making hundreds of
acres of new land.
Incidentally, it
ii expected that
conditions in the
city will be improved by permitting a better ·
circulation of air
by the removal of
the mountain.
The work is being done
by
American engineers, and in the
course of a y~ar
and a half new
p a r k s , boulevards and avenues will be established
an d
ready for handaome residences
which will be
built.
The work is being done largely
by hydrauJic. machinery,
which
washes the dirt
away from the
rocks and carries
it down to the
water. This
same work was
started by native workers s2me
time ago and the
effort made to
move the mountain by means of
mule carts, but
was
abandoned
because of the
great ~ x p en s e
and time
required.
The removal of
debris by mule
cart cost 75 cents
per cubic yard
and the work
w o u 1 d require
eight years,
:whereas the work
is being done by
modem machinery at a cost of
25 cents per cubic
Jard in eighteen

monthP.

Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples. Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body, l:!nrbers
Itch. Eczema. Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.
Write today for my FREE Booklet." A

FREE

• CLEAR·TONE SKIN," telling how I cured
myself aft.er beini,? afflicted for 15 yesra.

~1•V£•Ni: 1cOO C~e~fc~i'Bi:~.K:~:~:Ci't;,M;,':

0
~~

0

1

Laree shirt manu.tacturer wants &li:'ents

to sell complete Une ot ehtrts, paja.nu1.s.
and nJKlltshlrtl!I direct to wearer. Ad•ortteed brand-~xcl ust ve patteM1S-ea.sy
to selL No experience or capital ro-

qulred. Entfrelv new prol)08it1on.
Write For free .1ample.1.

1

Madleon Shirt Co., S03Broadway, N.Y.C.

RA't•••~Wol

11ilrf$$1i

A 1oe w 11,ustratcd book in -4• cbq;
ters.Tells the provocation that led
11p totbe mostdaring gunfight on
record where they shootthe Judge
Sheriff, States attorney, 3 Jurors,
and 8 others in the Hillsville Court
Room. All crimes have a_ woma_A
back of It, and BOYS lhts nne 1s
worth reading. Large bound 1tbook
_
In plain wrapper for TEN Cent&
lilOY AL BOOK CO, De~i527So. Norwalk. Coon,

oitre

MUSIC TAUGHT fREE

t®Jllou JI iJ....:.~
J JI J t£i1
~

Guitar, Banjo, etc.

Be1rinnere or advanced pupil 11.

American School ofPttHic, 17 lakeside Bide., Chicaa:o

BIG FUN for 10 .Cts.
12 MA(i!C TRICKS;- bO WAYS TO MADI
MONEY; I Book Hypnotlam -.nd Pahnlstry 1
DREAM Book and FORTUNE Teller; l Book
MIND Reading SECRETS; 1 Book BOW TO
THROW Your VOJCE; 1 Book Vnudevill•
STAGE Tricks; 1 Joke Book: 1 Book J'IRB
EATlNG: 1 BOOK OANDY MAKING; The
Maa-lc Ai'e TD.hie: Parlor TRICKS with CARDS
Bow To MAlf E lNV(SlbLl!l INK: Bod LOTS

Removed at home; no knife.

No • ln. No coat If It fails•
~i1t•~~~l'J.r~:e~o~
i:d7f::t,:
mool• la. GOITIIENI!: COMPANY•
p
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WCdAu ; ~

In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. Jt tella
how to learn to play Piano, 0r8'an, Violin, Mandolin,

W. .t &3NI St., Chica.a•

GOODYEAR RAINCOAT FREE

Goodyear Mfg. Co.. 1812-RD Goodyear
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., is making an ofl'er
to send a handsome raincoat free to one
person In each locality who will show and
recommend it to friends. If you want one,
write today.

GET RID
OF THAT

FAT

Free Trial Treatment on
Request
A"sk also for my "pay-whenreduced" offer. My treatment
is a simple, scientU!c and efli
cient method o! fat reduction.
It has often reduced at the
rate of a pound o. day.
Jllrs. E. Bateman writes :-Have
taken your treatment and It Is
wonderful how it reduces. It
does just as you any. I have
reduced a pound a day and
feel fine.
l\Irs. Anna Sclunldt writes:-! weighed 178
pounds before I started your treatment and
I now weigh 138 pounds. You may print
this if you like.
These are just examples of what my treatment can accomplish. Let me send you
more proof at my expense.
DR. R. NEW)lAN, Licensed Physician
286 Fifth Avenue, New York, Desk H-935

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK)Tells how to Get
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to win an Heiress; bow to catch
a Rich Bacllelor; how to manage you,t
beau ttlmake him fropo,e;how to make
yourfellowor1ir loveyou;wha& tod~
before and after the weddlnr.( Telle
other thtni:s necessary for Le•ers to
1:now, Sam)lJ--.oEY b~ mall IO ceaU.:
.BOJAJ. llOOJt ()0., Doll\ 920 lioo .Nonrelk1 ()ou.

T

ACCO

Habit Cured or No Pay

An7 form,ciaara,cia"arettea,pipe, chewina oranaff
Guaranteed. Hannlen. Complate treatment Mot
n11 tri•l. Coate SI .00 if it curaa. Nothin,r if it falla.

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md.
BOYS, YOU OAN MA.KE BIG l\IONEY

selling the BOYS' MAGAZINE each montll.
Write us today !or 5 copies. SEND NO
MONEY.
Address The Scott F. n,,d.field C'o. Ino.
7259 Main St., Bmeth11ort, Pa.

WILD WEST WEE~LY

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

Useful, Instructive and Amusin~. They Contain
ISSUES - Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
1020 Young Wild West Defying the Black!eet; or, Ari•
etta and the Mysterious Canoe.
No. 46. now T8 MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY
1021 " Going the Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show
-A tlescrlption of the wonderful uses of electricity and
Down.
electro magnetism; together with full instructions for
1022 •• Condemned to Death: or, Anetta's Prairie Race.
making Electric '.l'oys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
1024 " Caught by Comanches: or, Arletta Daring Death.
A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty illustrations.
1026 " Showing Uf. a Sheriff; or, The Right Man On a
No, 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES. - A
Wrong 'l'rai .
handy book for boys, containing full directions for con•
1026 " Reckless Ride; or, Arletta's Hairbreadth Escape.
1027 " and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
strncting canoes and the most popular manner of sail•
Lng th6m. Fully Illustrated.
on the Range.
1028 " Raiding the Redskins; or, Arietta and the
No. 411. HOW TO ll.EHATE.-Giving rules tor con•
Apache Trap.
ducting d&IJ1ites, outlines for debates, questions tor dis•
1029 " Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
cussion and the best sources for procuring information·
Crooked Creek.
on the questions given.
•
1030 " Dagger Duel; or Arletta and the Mexican
No. 60. HOW 'J.'O IS'J'UFF BIUDS AND ANIMALS
Bandits.
A valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, pre:
1031 " Quickes t Shot; or, The Desperadoes ot Dia•
paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals and
mond Dive.
· Insects.
1032 " and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Bluffing the
No, 61. ·HOW TO DO TRICKS WI'J'H CARDS.-Con•
Claim ,lumpers.
ta!ning explanations of the general principles of sleight1033 " Saving the ''Seventh"; or,_ The Flght 1 at Red
of-hand appl!cahle to card tricks; of card tricks with
Ravine.
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hund; ot
1034 " Grea8er Shake-Up; or, .Arletta Standing the
tricks involving sleight-of-band, or the use , of specially
T~
•
pre pared cards. Illustrated.
1035 " Trnlllng a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chlet s
No. 52. now TO PLAY CARDS.~A complete and
Last Chance,
handy
little book, giving the rules and full directions
1036 " Saving His Scalp; or, Arletta and the Death
for playing Jlluchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-Five
TrRII.
Rounce,
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, Ali
1037 " Teaching a Tenderfoot; or, The Dude's Duel
Fours, and many other popular ga.mes of cards.
With the Desperado.•
No. i!ll. BOW TO WRi'.l:.E LE.l"J'.KltS.-A wo1;u.lerfut
1038 " Rushing the Rustlers; or, Ar!etta's Long
little hook, telling you how to ,.rite to yonr sweetheart
Range Shot.
your father, motner, sister, brother, employer; and •ui
1039 " Gr!lllng the Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot•
tact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
Up" at Shooker.
1040 •• Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
No, 64. ROW TO .KEEP AND .MAllAGE PETS.1041 " Misterious Enemies; or, The Sign ot the Silver
Giving complete Information as to the manner and
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and man•
1042 " ~avt~ntbe Stagecoach: or, How Arletta Trapped
aging all kinds or pets; also giving full instructions for
making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
the Road Agents.
1M3 " and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
ll11tstrations.
ln Arizona.
No. 66. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Con•
1044 " Defending the Camp; or, Arletta .and the
tnluing full instructions how to become a locomotive
Masked Ralders.
engineer; alsv directions tor building a model locomo1045 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
tive; together with a full description of eve1·ything an
Fight.
engineer should know.
1046 " Shower ot Gold; or, .A.rletta's Lucky Slip.
No. 158, HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King
1047 " as a Scout· or Saving the Emigrant Train.
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he lays down
J 048 " Running t11e Ranch; or Arletta's Ge.me Fight.
some
valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
1
1049 " and "Chapparal Chlck' ; or, '.rhe Bandits ot
adventures ot well-known detectives.
the Foothills.
:No.
60.-HOW TO BECOME •A PHOTOGRAPHER.1000 " and the Mad Mexican; or, .A:rletta's Warning
Containing useful information regarding the Camera and
Shot.
how
to
work it; also how to make Photographic M:agic
1()51 "
and the Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemm.,ed In
Lan tern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
by Enemies.
mustrated.
1002 " in thEl, "Land of Dead Things"; or, .A:rletta and
No, 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL IIIAOHINES
the -Vultures.
-Containing full directions for making electrical ma:
1053 " Lightning Leap; or, a _Desperate Duel on
chines,
Induction coils, dynamos · and many novel toys
Horseback.
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Jl'ully
1004 " tn the Golden Valley; or, Arletta's Indian Sign.
lllustrated
.
1055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
. N 0 • 65.
MULDOON'S JOKES. - The most oriit1nal
Thieves.
joke
book
ever pu bllshed, and it ls brimful of wit and
10l56 " and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynahumor. It contains a large coHection of songs, jokes
mite.
·
conundrums, etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit:
1057 " Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted
humorist and practical joker of the day.
Pine. ,
No. 66, now TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
1058 " Buffalo Hunt· or, Ar:ljltta's Awful RWe.
1059
at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp That Was Run
three hundred Interesting puzzles and conundrums, with
key to same. A complete book. Fully !llustrated.
by ''Bad" Men.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL T8IOKS.-Con•
For ••le by all newsdealers, or wUJ be &ent to an:,
talning a large collection ot instructive and highly
addreH on receipt of price, 'Jo p~ cop:r, ln money or
amusing electrical tricks, together with 1Jlustration11.
postar;e • tamp•. by
By A. Anderson.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Ino.,
No, 68. HOW TO DO OHEl\IICAL TRICKS, - Con•
taining over one hundred highly amusing and lnstruc•
168 West 23d Street,
New York Cit:r
ttve tricks with chemicq.ls, By A. Anderson. Hand•
somely illustrated.
- - LATEST

No. 69.

HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Con•

HOW TO
WRITE THF.M

taining over fifty of the latest and best tricks used
by magicians. Also containing the secret of second
sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.

Pl'lff II c-h Pu Cen
TIii• lloOk oontainl -all the mo1t rHent cbanse• ln Ule
metho~ eon•tr11ctlon ull 1ubml19lon of 11eenartos.
fh:ty
001, eonrinc e'Hry phase ot 1Cftarlo writ•
bac,
or • ate b;v all N11w1dealer1 and Booketore1.
If 70n eanaot procure a copy, send u11 tbe pHoC4!,
11.'i cents, la money or postnge stamps, an4 we will
mall you one, postage tree. Addre• a

-Containing full instructions tor writing letters on
almost any subject; also rules for punctuation and
composition, with specimen letters.

SCENARIOS

L. lll!lN.&BICXB, 1111 Seventh Al'e., New Yori<, N. Y.

No. 74,

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.

For sale b,- all newsdealers or will be sent to &IQ'
address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, tn monq
or postar;e stamp •• by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,

166 West 23d Street,

New York

t::$125
$750 o:e~
A M 1onth to

READ
the Story 'of

W. E. Pence

Electrical Working
Outfit Free

W. E. Pence
in hie workinJ to~•

Chehalis, Wash.,
Mr Cooke:Oct. 9, 1921
When I enro//ed with you less than a year
ago I was a common mechanic earning $25
to $30 a week. Today I am an "Electrical Expert" with a bu,iness of my own that gives mtl
a clear profit of over $750 a mo,,th,
I have more work than 1can do. The people
around Chehalis come lo ""' to.fix their starters, generators and ignition troubles because
they know that I know how lo do it right.

My success, I o,ue to you, Mr. Cooke. The
thorough practical training which you gave me
through your Easily-learned Home StudyCouru
in Electricity has made me an independent,
highly resP<cted bu,iness man in this a,m.
munity.
Sincer,ly yours, W E. P,nce.

Every 111an who enrolls for
my electrical course gets
a big outfit of tools, ma•
terial and instruments free.
This includes an electric
motor and other things
not usually found in a beginners outfit. These are
the same tools and the·
same material you will use
later in your work. Everything practical -and good
right from the start.

